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WELCOME 
 

Hello, dear resume writer and congratulations!  

 

What you hold in your hands (or on your computer screen) is a comprehensive toolkit 

designed to help you create compelling, well-crafted job search materials. You’re already 

one BIG step closer to achieving your career goals.   
 

As a professional career consultant, I spent more than a decade creating resumes and 

cover letters for my clients. However, I soon realized it would be far more empowering to 

teach people how to do this themselves. That’s why I created this toolkit.  

 

In this guide, I share all of my most cherished secrets and most effective strategies. Guard 

them with your life!  

 

Here are just two of the comments I received from former clients:   

 
 

“All I have to say is WOW.  I did not recognize myself. I kept saying to my husband, ‘Are 

you sure this is me?’  But yep, it’s me. Man, have I undersold myself. I am so happy 

with the job you have done. It is stellar. You have boosted my confidence level because 

you have shown me my capabilities.” 
P. CAMILLI, WOBURN, MA 

 

 
 

“Looking at my new resume, I was so impressed…with Chrissy and also with myself! 

I’ve never felt proud of my work history before. But Chrissy turned my experience into 

something that made me say, ‘Wow.’ I’m already getting interviews and it’s been less 

than 2 weeks. Seriously!!” 
M. SPENCER, CASTLE ROCK, CO 
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Long story short, if you go through this guide and implement the strategies, you can have 

the same results.  

 

But remember, nothing works if you don’t take action. Your resume and cover letter are 

the most critical career documents you’ll ever have. Take your time and get it right NOW. 

Then, you can continue building, customizing and revising as you progress through your 

career. No matter what, you always want an up-to-date resume and cover letter ready to 

go at any given moment. You never know when you’ll need it.  

 

Best of luck!  

 

Chrissy Scivicque, PMP, PCM 

Support@EatYourCareer.com  

  

mailto:Support@EatYourCareer.com
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RESUME SUCCESS 
 

The number one goal of your resume is to get the interview—not to get hired. 
 

Think of your resume as a marketing brochure. Consider this analogy… 

 

If you’re in the market for a new car, you start out with a pretty good idea of what you’re 

looking for. You might browse through a variety of brochures (or websites) to see which 

ones meet your needs. As you look, you begin to create a manageable list of vehicles 

you’d like to learn more about and see in person. These are the ones you’ll test drive, and 

that’s where you’ll make your final decision. But you certainly wouldn’t make your 

purchase decision based on the brochure alone, would you?  

 

When employers are looking to purchase the services of a new employee, the scenario 

is similar. They start out with a pretty good idea of what they’re looking for and browse 

through resumes (marketing brochures) to see who might meet their needs. From that 

process, they create a list of people they’d like to meet.  

 

Your resume is your most important marketing tool, but the interview is the test drive—

that’s where the real decision is made.  

 

In order to get the interview, your resume must do a number of different things:  

 

1. Pass the computer pre-screen process.  
 

If you are submitting your resume via an online application system, the content of your 

document must be structured in such a way as to pass the filtering process. This is 

discussed in greater detail later in this guide.  
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2. Grab their attention…QUICK!  
 

According to a recent survey conducted by The Ladders, recruiters spend an average of 
six seconds reviewing an individual resume. So you have to make an immediate, positive 

impression at a glance. You have to provide enough information to pique their interest 

without overwhelming them with details. Your resume is a snapshot of your career. The 

document should be easy to scan and immediately relevant.  

 

3. Demonstrate all requirements are met.  

 

Your resume should show that you possess the minimum required skills, or must show 

(at a glance) that you have exceptional circumstances to compensate for any missing 

qualifications.  

 

4. Create a distinction from others with the same qualifications.  
 

When hiring managers and recruiters are sifting through (potentially) hundreds of 

resumes, yours should contain something that makes you stand out as being better than 

others who possess similar education, experience and skills as you.  

 

5. Inspire positive curiosity.  
 

You want decision-makers to read your resume and think, “Wow! I have to meet this 

person. We need to interview him/her now!” 

 

Remember that creativity is great, but this is still a professional document. Don’t go 

overboard. Printing your resume on a cookie might get you attention but it probably won’t 

get you the job. This document should be a reflection of your personal brand and what 

you have to offer. Clearly, if you’re an artist applying for an artistic position, you’ll have 
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more leeway in the creativity department. But remember you always want your resume 

to reflect the BEST of you.  

 

In the following pages, you will find information and strategies for creating a resume to 

help you achieve all of these goals. The 4 key areas we will cover are:  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

1 • Structure

2 • Content

3 • Design

4 • Delivery
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STRUCTURE  
 

Format 
 

Reverse Chronological  

The typical resume format is presented in reverse chronological order, which means your 

work history and experience are listed in date order starting with the most recent first.  

 

Functional 

When submitting a resume for a position that doesn’t perfectly match your previous work 

experience or if you’re trying to “reframe” your experience to better suit the requirements 

of the position, you may opt to go with a functional resume. A functional resume highlights 

skills and then outlines projects or accomplishments that demonstrate those skills. 

 

So, for example, you may see something like this on a functional resume: 

 

Management and Leadership 

• Successfully led team of four associates to achieve 120% of annual sales goal 

• Implemented Employee of the Month and bonus program resulting in 20% decrease 

in employee turnover 

• Responsible for hiring and training six senior sales professionals in the past two years 

 

As you can see, the relevant skills are clearly defined (Management and Leadership) and 

the accomplishments listed below demonstrate the skills in very specific ways. However, 

the role(s) in which the applicant achieved these accomplishments is not defined (i.e., the 

title held, the company, the length of time at the company). That information would be 

consolidated at the bottom of the functional resume, thus de-emphasizing the importance 

of such details. 
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The functional resume format may be most appropriate for people in the following 

circumstances: 

 

• Those who have held a wide variety of jobs in different fields 

• Those with minimal experience 

• Those who are attempting to switch careers 

• Those with extended gaps in their work history 

• Those who have a lengthy job history that may make them appear overqualified 

 

Functional resumes are most appropriate for positions in which a specific skill set is more 

desirable than a specific work history. 

 
 

A WORD OF WARNING 
 

Many employers look at functional resumes with suspicion. Because they are often 

used to help “reframe” experience, it can look like you’re hiding something. In some 

cases, functional resumes are not accepted. As such, I do not recommend using them. 
 

 

Hybrid 
There is a third option, however, and that’s a hybrid resume, which uses the best elements 

of both the chronological and functional resumes. This is generally the best solution and 

has become the popular choice in recent years.  

 

A hybrid resume combines timelines and capabilities by offering a functional skill 

summary above a chronological presentation of employment history.  

 

The samples in the Appendix are all hybrid resumes, as this is the format I strongly 

recommend.  
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Resume Length 
 

• Standard wisdom dictates that one page is the absolute maximum. Yet, in today’s 

business world, two pages are deemed acceptable, especially for the more 

experienced individual. Your resume should, however, never go over two pages.  

 

• Keep the information relevant and concise. If you find yourself “stretching” to fill 

two pages, cut back and re-evaluate the purpose of each piece. It’s better to have 

one solid well-written page than two pages of fluff that the recruiter needs to sift 

through to find the real significant material.   

 

• If you have two pages, always include contact information and page numbers on 

both since they can be easily separated in the review process.  
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CONTENT  
 
The content of a resume is unlike any almost any other document. There are very specific 

rules that must be followed.  

 

General Rules for Resume Writing  
 

Minimize Pronouns and Articles 
 

Your resume should not contain ANY use of the word “I”. For example, you would never 

write, “I demonstrated exceptional communication skills.” Instead, you would simply write, 

“Demonstrated exceptional communication skills.” 

 

Also, minimize articles such as: a, an, and the. They aren’t needed and just take up space 

and create visual clutter. Sentence fragments are acceptable and expected.  

 

Avoid SAT Words  

 

Don’t use overly complicated words. Your resume should be easy to read; unusual, 

unfamiliar words are distracting.  

 

Avoid Clichés  
 

Clichés are meaningless and overused. They make you blend in, not stand out. A few 

examples include: outside the box, go-getter, best of breed, thought leadership, etc. 

Instead of using clichés, cite specific accomplishments that demonstrate the traits you’re 

trying to highlight.  
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Avoid Repetition & Wordiness 
 

Cut sentences that reiterate information already given. Saying it twice doesn’t make it 

more powerful.  

 

Likewise, avoid using multiple words where one will do. For example, instead of “due to 

the fact that…” use “because.” Instead of “in addition to…” or “as well as…” use “and.” 

  

Finally, avoid wasting space with statements that are assumed (such as, “References 

available upon request”). 

 

Avoid Generalities  

 

Don’t use non-specific words like “very,” “lots,” or “many.” Be as specific as possible about 

everything.  
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Transferrable Skills  
 

Before jumping into revising your resume, it’s helpful to first identify your transferrable 

skillset.  

 

“Transferrable skills” are the capabilities you’ve learned and demonstrated in your current 

or past roles that also apply to the new role. These skills can also be gathered through 

school, volunteer work, sports and other life experiences (like traveling abroad).  

 

Here’s how to identify your transferrable skills:  

 

1. Identify what you need.  
 

Examine the job description of the role you’re after. What skills and qualifications are they 

seeking?  

 

2. Identify what you have.  

 

Next, look at what you offer and see how things line up. This is where it may get tricky. 

There might not be a perfect, easy-to-see match (especially if you’re attempting to break 

into a new field) and that’s okay. You are free to get creative here.  

 

Start by looking at your work experience. Examine every aspect of your role including 

day-to-day responsibilities, project in which you played a part, and various tasks you 

handled.  

 

Then, break down the steps involved and identify the combination of skills that each 

required. Finally, compare your list of skills to the list of desired skills and see where there 

is overlap. Those are your transferrable skills.  
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Example  
 

As a sous-chef, Jon was responsible for prepping the kitchen, managing inventory, and 

supervising the kitchen staff, among other things. Jon is now interested in changing his 

career path and he’s set his sights on an entry-level position in the marketing department 

of a busy real estate firm.  

 

He has identified the following transferrable skills:  

 

§ Organization 

§ Time Management  

§ Project Management  

§ Team Work  

§ Quick Decision-making  

§ Composure Under Pressure 

§ Creativity  

§ Problem-solving  

§ Ability to Motivate Others  

§ Multi-tasking  

§ Budget Management  

§ Delegation  

 

Jon also demonstrated leadership skills in his role as a sous-chef and, though his new 

role doesn’t specifically require it, he may want to highlight this as well. Doing so may 

help prospective employers see him as a potential future manager.   

 

You can also look for transferrable skills outside of the workplace. This is especially 

important for those re-entering the workforce after an extended period of unemployment 

as well as recent graduates.  
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Consider the following:  

§ School experience 

§ Volunteer work  

§ Hobbies 

§ Other life experiences 

 

Here’s another example:  

 

After graduating from college, Melissa took a year off to travel oversees, during which 

time she held a variety of short-term positions at cafes and coffee shops. She is now 

looking to start her career in event planning. Looking at her experience traveling, she has 

found the following transferrable skills:  

 

§ Budget Management  

§ Travel Planning 

§ Cultural Awareness 

§ Organization 

§ Time Management  

§ Customer Service  

§ Project Management  

§ Multi-tasking 

 

Whenever you are citing transferrable skills, it’s important to share specific examples of 

when and how the skills were used.  
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Content Sections  
 

The following list identifies the various sections of the resume (generally) from top to 

bottom:  

 

1. Contact Information  

2. Introduction 

3. Keywords 

4. Employment History  

5. Education 

6. Affiliations  

 

Note: Some professionals will choose to include additional sections such as publications, 

awards, technology expertise, etc. It is up to you to determine what makes the most sense 

for your experience.  

 

Let’s look at each section individually.  

 

1. Contact Information  

 

Always include your name, address, home phone, cell phone and personal email address.  

 

If you plan to post your resume publicly, you may choose to only list your city and state, 

rather than the full address.  

 

Avoid careless branding. Consider things like your email address: What does it say about 

your brand? (For example, pinkpoodle@gmail.com doesn’t come across as very 

professional.) 

 

mailto:pinkpoodle@gmail.com
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2. Introduction   
 

Branding Statement  
 

The introduction is where you provide a brief overview of who you are. In the past, this 

area was used for an objective statement. For example:  

 

Objective: To obtain a long-term position in financial planning with XYZ company.  

 

In recent years, however, the objective statement has been replaced with a branding 

statement. Instead of saying what you want, a branding statement focuses on who you 

are and the unique value you offer.   

 

A branding statement reads like a headline. It’s a bold, powerful statement that defines 

your skills and capabilities, and it tells the reader exactly what to expect from your resume. 

It’s acts as a compelling hook, inspiring them to keep reading.  

Branding Statement Examples  

 

• Experienced Entrepreneur with a Passion for Non-Profit Service 

• Customer Care Expert Specializing in Long-term Relationships 

• Award Winning Sales Rep Prepared to Exceed Goals 

• Innovative Brand Strategist with Proven Record of Success 

 

This is likely the first thing the hiring manager will read so spend some time making it 

powerful. But keep it succinct. It shouldn’t take up more than one or two lines, and it 

should always be one sentence only.  
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Professional Profile 
 

A professional profile can be used as an alternative to the branding statement or in 

coordination with it. A profile is a little longer than the one sentence branding statement 

and generally includes a simple header that identifies your title, the title you’re seeking or 

your general career path. Beneath that, the profile offers a few sentences about who you 

are—what you’re known for, what you’re passionate about and your specific areas of 

expertise.  

 

Professional Profile Example 
 

CAREER COACH & CORPORATE TRAINER 

Coaching and training professional with 10+ years’ experience specializing in career 

advancement and professional development. Known for providing strategic support 

balanced with compassionate accountability resulting in measurable improvements in 

performance, productivity, engagement and turnover. Passionate about helping 

professionals leverage their unique talents and achieve exceptional outcomes for 

themselves and the organizations they serve. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RECOMMENDED RESOURCE  

Personal Branding for Professional Success 
Learn to identify, express, and demonstrate your unique 

value in the workplace to stand out from the crowd 
 

R Create your powerful brand statement using a simple 

fill-in-the-blank template 
R Differentiate yourself and make your brand more 

visible  
R Protect your brand and strengthen it   

 

Learn More: https://eatyourcareer.com/success-store/ 
 

https://eatyourcareer.com/success-store/
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3. Keywords  
 

Research shows that 80 percent of recruiters search resume databases (both internal 

and external) for job-specific and industry-specific keywords. So, without a keyword-rich 

resume, you’re virtually invisible to 80 percent of recruiters. 

 

Keywords are terms that human beings type into database systems to narrow down the 

pool of applicants. They are like search terms you type into an Internet Search Engine to 

narrow down the information on the web.  

Keywords are: 

 

• Specifically related to the job, profession and/or industry 

• Nouns and noun phrases – They define WHAT 

 

Examples of keywords include: 

 

• Hard skills – i.e., technical qualifications 

• Degrees, certifications and specific educational accomplishments 

• Special training and awards 

• Unique abilities – such as “Bilingual” 

• Notable characteristics of past employers – such as “Fortune 500″ 

• Industry jargon or buzzwords 

• Specific names of products and/or services 

 

Keywords are rarely soft skills (such as “interpersonal skills”). It’s much more effective to 

hone in on the concrete THING that resulted from your mastery of the soft skill (such as 

“client management” or “customer service”). 
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Keywords are also rarely action verbs. So, instead of focusing on how you “managed a 

team”, rephrase the sentence to include the noun phrase “team management”. Of course, 

action verbs are still a critical part of the resume (and we’ll address them later), but they’re 

not important in a keyword capacity. 

 

There are a few ways to figure out what keywords your prospective employer may be 

looking for (and thus, which ones you should include): 

 

• Think like a recruiter. If you were searching for a candidate for this position, what 

qualification would you look for to weed through the piles of resumes? 

 

• Look at the job posting. What keywords are used? Specifically, look for the ones 

at the beginning as they are typically considered the most important. 

 

• Visit the company website. Look for powerful words that are used frequently to 

describe the nature of the business. 

 

• Visit the websites of professional groups and associations in your field to find 

current industry buzzwords. 

 

Do your best to use the exact same format for the keyword(s) as the prospective employer 

uses. For example, if the job posting and company website refer to “client service,” make 

sure your resume doesn’t say “customer service”. They might technically refer to the 

same skill but it’s important to use the prospective employer’s language. 

 

A strong resume should have about 25 to 35 keywords liberally distributed throughout. 

However, many people also choose to include a straightforward bulleted list of keywords, 

just to make sure all the bases are covered. While this isn’t quite as suave as skillfully 

weaving them into the text, it’s a generally accepted best practice. Consider creating a 
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separate section at the top of your resume specifically for keywords. Try labeling the 

section one of the following: 

 

• Qualifications 

• Summary of Skills 

• Professional Profile 

• Key Capabilities   

• Areas of Expertise 

• Areas of Excellence 

 

Examples of Keyword Lists 
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4. Employment History   
 

Include the following for each position you’ve held:  

 

• Name of the company  

• Location (optional) 

• Your title 

• Dates of employment* 

• Short description of your responsibilities—1 to 2 sentences max (optional) 

• Keyword-rich bullet point list of accomplishments (i.e. Achievement Statements)  

 

Generally speaking, your employment area should look like this:  

 

NAME OF COMPANY, Location             Jan. 2012 to present 

Title 

Short description of responsibilities  

• Achievement Statement 

• Achievement Statement  

• Achievement Statement 

 

If you have held multiple positions at a company, list them as follows:  

 

NAME OF COMPANY, Location             Jan. 2012 to present 
Title of Position 1, date to date  

Title of Position 2, date to date  

 

Short description of responsibilities  

• Achievement Statement 

• Achievement Statement  

• Achievement Statement 
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This option allows you to create one block of achievement statements for all the positions 

you held at the organization.  

 

Alternatively, you break them out and create achievement statements for each position 

as follows:  

 

NAME OF COMPANY, Location             Jan. 2012 to present 

Title of Position 1, date to date  

Short description of responsibilities  

• Achievement Statement 

• Achievement Statement  

• Achievement Statement 

 

Title of Position 2, date to date  

Short description of responsibilities  

• Achievement Statement 

• Achievement Statement  

• Achievement Statement 
 

*Generally, it is preferable to include both months and years. However, if you have some 

gaps in employment that you want to downplay, it is acceptable to include only years. DO 

NOT REMOVE EMPLOYMENT DATES. Older professionals are often tempted to do so, 

but this is frowned upon in the hiring community. The only reason to remove employment 

dates is to attempt to hide one’s age…and recruiters and hiring managers know that.  

Also, if you’re a seasoned professional, do not include EVERY position you’ve held over 

the last thirty years. Include only your most recent and/or most relevant roles. Drop off 

items that do not apply to the role that you’re seeking and anything more than 10 years 

old. You want to call attention to your experience, not your age.  
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Achievement Statements  
 

When outlining your work experience, DO NOT CREATE A LIST OF DUTIES. Your 

resume is not a job description.  

 

Always use the Action-Result-Measurement formula. This will help you write 

“achievement statements”. Try to make every bullet point on your resume an achievement 

statement.  

 

This is usually where most people spend the bulk of their time when revising their resume.  

 
 

ACTION: The specific thing you did.  

 

RESULT: The results of your actions. 

 

MEASUREMENT: The quantifiable outcome.  

 

Results are the calling card of a great resume. The more you identify your specific 

accomplishments—and the tangible outcomes they produced—the more powerful your 

document becomes. It’s all about showing prospective employers what you’re capable of 

achieving and enticing them with the impact you could have on their bottom line too.  

 

Action Result Measurement
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Many professionals struggle to clearly measure and articulate the results they’ve 

achieved. Some resumes are full of great actions and accomplishments, but the reader 

is left wondering, “So what? Why did it matter?”  

 

It’s like telling a story that doesn’t have an ending—anticlimactic—and that’s a distinctly 

unhelpful characteristic for a resume!  

 

The results we’re talking about here must be measurable—things you can specifically say 

moved from X to Y because of you. The most powerful results are represented by 

numbers. We’re talking dollar amounts, percentages, times and so on.   

 

This is where people tend to struggle the most. How do you identify these measurements? 

Thankfully, you have options:  

 

1. Use exact numbers  
 

This is the best option. Whenever possible, share exact numbers. For example:  

 

• Executed product marketing plan resulting in $55K revenue within first 6 months  

 

It may take some research and a good memory to really identify these numbers. Exact 

numbers work best when you can clearly pinpoint a direct correlation between what 

you’ve done and the numeric outcome.  

 

For future reference, keep a detailed accomplishments list on your computer with these 

kinds of specifics. The next time you update your resume, you won’t have to go through 

the investigative process; you can just refer to your document.  
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2. Estimated numbers  
 

When exact numbers are not available, estimates are perfectly acceptable. In fact, 

approximations are usually expected. The important thing is that you’re able to defend 

your numbers with a logical explanation.  

 

For example:  

• Established new file management procedure yielding 25% increase in efficiency  

 

If asked about this, you might explain that the old process, before your improvements, 

consumed about 10 hours a week on average. Then, after your improvements, it only 

took about 7.5 hours a week on average.  

 

More than likely, these numbers represent rough guesses, but that’s fine. The point is 

that your process improvements worked. They had a positive impact.  

 

3. Loose value  
 

Of course, for some roles, it’s harder to find a clear correlation between action and 

numerical result. Likewise, results are sometimes simply less tangible.  

 

For example, an experienced manager who has successfully mentored new managers 

may find it difficult to measure the result of that achievement. In such a situation, it’s 

acceptable to simply offer a loose value associated with the outcome, such as:  

 

• Successfully mentored new managers resulting in improved team cohesion and 

leadership unity  

 

While this isn’t as powerful as a numerical outcome, it still identifies the impact. It’s better 

than simply saying, “Successfully mentored new managers.”  
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Action Verbs 
 

Every achievement statement should start with a powerful action verb. Use past tense 

action verbs for previous positions; present tense for current positions. It is also 

acceptable to use past tense for all positions, creating a more consistent look and feel 

throughout the document. Either approach is correct and acceptable.   

 

Instead of just stating your achievements, it’s important to put an emphasis on what you 

did and how you did it. An action verb demonstrates your skills.  

 

Consider the difference between the following two bullet points: 

 

• LESS POWERFUL: 2009 sales revenue = $87K 
 

• MORE POWERFUL: Accelerated corporate growth by doubling sales projections 

in 2009 resulting in $87K revenue 

 

See a comprehensive list of action verbs A to Z in appendix  

 

More Examples of Achievement Statements 
 

• Enhanced staff morale by creating six-month incentive program which also 
increased sales by 10% 

• Developed and implemented new color-coding filing system for six departments, 

reducing administrative costs by $10,000 per year  

• Increased record accuracy by 18% in less than three months, helping to resolve 

inventory inconsistencies and identify process improvements  

• Implemented new procedural guidelines resulting in a 25% reduction in turnover 

within the first year   
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REMINDER: Create an ongoing “Victory List” where you regularly document your 

achievements using specifics. This will help you create achievement statements now and 

in the future.  

 

For help getting started, see “Brainstorm Your Achievements” in the Appendix.  

 

5. Education  

 

In this section, include the name of the degree, training or certification you have obtained 

and the institution that issued it. It is not necessary to include the date or the GPA/grade.  

 

It is acceptable to include specific courses you’ve completed, even if the degree has not 

yet been obtained. If you’re close to completion, you may include the expected completion 

date.  

 

6. Affiliation 

 

This is an optional section that refers to professional associations and charitable groups 

you’re a part of. Only list things that are relevant to the role you’re applying for. Do not 

include anything that could be deemed controversial or create a cause for discrimination. 

For example, do not include political activities or religious affiliations.  

 

DO NOT INCLUDE  
 

• Hobbies or personal interests, unless you truly believe that they demonstrate a 

unique ability that relates to the job 

• Antiquated technology that is no longer used in the workplace  

• Irrelevant information  

• GPA  

• High school information (if you have a college degree)  
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• Salary history or requirements*  

• Sex, religion, marital status, race, birthdate, etc.  

• Photograph of yourself or anything else  

• Clip art, graphics, etc.  

• Tables or charts 

• Social Security Number 

 

*If salary requirements are specifically asked for, it’s best to provide that information in 

your cover letter and always provide a range, never a specific amount.  

 

How to List Skills Gained Outside of Work 
 

Past work experience is the most important part of your resume. It’s meant to show a 

prospective employer that you have all the skills required to do the job for which you are 

applying, and that you’ve used those skills before in a professional capacity.  

 

But what if you’re applying for a position that requires skills you didn’t gain through your 

past professional experience, but rather, skills you gained outside of work? Can you 

include those skills on a resume, and if so, how?    

 

Remember, the first thing to consider is always this: Are the skills truly relevant to the job 

you’re seeking? You may be a fantastic pottery maker, but if that’s not a skill needed for 

this job, you probably shouldn’t waste space on your resume with that information.   

 

As a professional resume writer, I’ve occasionally worked with people who had very 

impressive accomplishments outside of work (athletic champions, award-winning artists, 

etc.). In some cases, I’ve chosen to include these items in the resume, even though the 

skills themselves were not relevant to the candidate’s desired role. The accomplishments, 

however, were exceptional and helped to describe the person’s character (driven, 
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hardworking, and so on). So, while I say that in most cases, if it’s not relevant, you 

shouldn’t include it…you also want to use your best judgement.  

 

Once you’ve determined what outside-of-work activities you’d like to include (and the 

skills you are intending they demonstrate), you now need to add them to the resume.  

 

This can be done in a variety of different ways. For example:   

 

• Volunteer work can be listed in a “Community Involvement” section   

 

• If you held a leadership position in a professional association, note that under an 

“Affiliations” section   

 

• If you have hobbies to include, list them under “Personal Interests” …but be careful 

with this one…really evaluate what skills are demonstrated and make sure it’s 

relevant or exceptional   

 

• If you’ve held positions in political or religious organizations, it’s perfectly 

acceptable to list them, but DO NOT include the specific political party, candidate, 

religion or spiritual group. Instead, be vague and say something like, “Successfully 

raised over $20,000 for National Political Candidate,” or similar. You don’t want to 

provide any information that might create a conflict for the reader whether they 

align with your belief system or not.  
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DESIGN  
 

When it comes to resume revision, most people focus on substance. Certainly, the 

content is more important than how it looks, right? Well, not always.  

 

These days, it’s easy to discount design and formatting. After all, much of the time you’re 

probably uploading your resume to an online application system anyway. Formatting is 

often stripped and the information is parsed out into the database, which you, inevitably, 

have to go through in meticulous detail to fix.  

 

However, there are still plenty of times when your resume is seen in its original form—at 

networking events and in-person interviews, for example. You might also email your 

resume to associates who can connect you with interesting opportunities or hand it to 

friends and family to pass along to their contacts.  

 

In short, design and format still matter. If the document is hard to read or doesn’t make a 

positive impression on the surface, people are less likely to read it (and more likely to 

disregard it).  

 

Text Organization  
 

• Margins should be 1 inch all the way around.  

• Use bold headers and subheads to separate sections.  

• Always use bullet points when listing your achievement statements. 

ü Bullets help create a clear organizational structure on the page. 

ü Bullets make it easier to see consistency in sentence structure. 

ü Bullets help break up long blocks of text by forcing line breaks. 

ü Bullets make documents easier to read by creating more white space. 
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Example1: Without Bullets (harder to read) 
 

Financial Group, USA 

National Sales Manager, Date – Date 

Consistently met or exceeded monthly revenue goals contributing to the attainment of 

annual $1-$2M target revenue. Conceived, development and executed comprehensive 

social media initiative resulting in 300% increase in web traffic and 50% increase in 

qualified online leads. Achieved 103% of sales quota in 2012 and expanded global client 

base by 12% 

 

Example 2: With Bullets (easier to read) 

 

Financial Group, USA 

National Sales Manager, Date – Date 

• Consistently met or exceeded monthly revenue goals contributing to the attainment 

of annual $1-$2M target revenue 

• Conceived, development and executed comprehensive social media initiative 
resulting in 300% increase in web traffic and 50% increase in qualified online leads 

• Achieved 103% of sales quota in 2012 and expanded global client base by 12% 

 

The information is EXACTLY the same. But which one is easier to read? Which one looks 

more organized? And which one makes you want to continue reading?  

 

Without bullets, you’ve just got a big block of text. It’s hard on the eyes and almost anyone 

who sees this will quickly lose focus and move on to the next resume in the pile.  

 

Lastly, remember to stick with the basic bullet point – a solid black circle. Don’t bother 

using something fancy or unique; many computers can’t read these anyway so they’re 

converted to the default or erased completely which can throw off the entire layout of the 
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page. Plus, using anything other than a basic bullet takes away from the clean, crisp look 

of a bulleted list. 

 

Font Size 
 

Even though resumes are often viewed on computer screens where users have the ability 

to expand the view if needed, it’s still a good idea to select an average size font. Generally 

speaking, stick to 10, 11 or 12 points.  

 

If you have to go smaller than 10-point font to fit all of your information onto two pages, 

focus on editing and condensing. If you’re tempted to go bigger to grab attention, use 

your font styling tools instead (i.e., bold, underline or italics).    

 

Font Type  
 

Use only one type of font and stick to the ones that are easy to read and professional 

looking.  

 

Great choices are: Times New Roman, Georgia, Arial, Verdana, and Tahoma 

 

Avoid fonts that are too dramatic or cutesy like: Comic Sans, Lucinda Handwriting, or 

Papyrus 

 

Remember, when sending the document via web or email, if the person viewing it doesn’t 

have the font on their computer, it will revert to a default font anyway—typically Times 

New Roman or similar—and that can really mess up your formatting if you’ve attempted 

to do something too fancy.   
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White Space 
 

Whitespace is a term that was originally used in web development but has caught on in 

the general design world. It just means “empty space” on the page. The more whitespace 

there is, the easier a document is to read. Whitespace helps direct the eye and focus 

attention where it should be.  

 

White space gives the appearance of a clean, well-organized page and provides an 

aesthetically pleasing look that allows readers to “digest” information without feeling 

overwhelmed.   

 

Unfortunately, when it comes to resumes, whitespace is usually sorely lacking. Most 

people want to squeeze as much information onto the page as possible and they find all 

kinds of creative ways to do that. But this strategy is counterproductive. It’s much more 

effective to reduce the amount of information and allow for more whitespace—probably 

much more than you want.   

 

What that means is that you have to really focus in on what’s most important and get rid 

of everything else. You want to display only the best information and do it in the cleanest 

possible way. Minimalism is powerful, whether you’re viewing the document on paper or 

on a computer screen.  

 

Font Styling Tools  
 

As mentioned previously, styling tools (such as italics, underlines and bolded text) can be 

used to help organize content, steer the reader’s eye and call attention to specific areas 

on the page. However, use caution. Overdone, they can make your document look 

sloppy. Italics, in particular, can be difficult to read. Use these tools strategically and 

consistently.  
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This last point regarding consistency is important; it’s perhaps the biggest problem I see 

regarding formatting. Creating a consistently formatted document requires some serious 

attention to detail. Inconsistent formatting is one of those things that’s highly noticeable 

to others viewing the document for the first time, but which you, the creator, can easily 

miss.  

 

If you’re going to use bold text to mark one section header, you need to do it for all section 

headers. If you’re going to put a line break between the company name and the position 

you held, you need that same line break beneath each company name. If you’re going to 

indent one list of bulleted accomplishments by a quarter inch, you need that same indent 

for each list of bulleted accomplishments. And so on… 

 

Good design takes time to get right. When in doubt, remember that less is more. Let your 

experience and accomplishments pop off the page. Don’t crowd them with too much 

formatting.  
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DELIVERY 
 

If submitting your resume via email, create a PDF document. Don’t send a Word 

document if possible. Many people hate to open Word documents from people they don’t 

know as they may contain viruses. Further, depending on the version of Word the user 

has, your formatting may get disrupted. A PDF document helps preserve your formatting 

and prevents virus concerns.  

 

However, if you a Word documented is specifically requested, always follow instructions.   

 

Be sure to title the file with an appropriate name. Typically, you want to use 

FirstName.LastName.Resume.PDF or similar. Avoid the temptation to get cute 

(HireMe.pdf).  

 

If submitting a paper resume, don’t use unusually fancy or odd sized paper. Instead, opt 

for standard but high quality (a little bit thicker), white 8.5x11 paper. Always use plain 

black ink for text.  

 

For resumes that are two-pages, do not print on both sides of one sheet of paper. Instead, 

print on one side of two sheets and staple together at the top right-hand corner. Be sure 

to include your name and contact information on both pages and note “page 1 of 2” and 

“page 2 of 2” in the footer.  
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A quick note about your “not so favorable” traits  
 

I recently saw a conversation in a private online career coaching forum and I believe the 

point of discussion is worthwhile addressing here. The question was specifically regarding 

felony convictions and how to note them on a resume. The overwhelming answer was: 

DON’T.  

 

Remember, your resume is a marketing document. It’s supposed to sell you. Think of any 

product on the market. Most have a flaw or two. But you’ll never see those flaws 

referenced in advertising materials.  

 

No one is perfect. We all have flaws to one degree or another. There’s no reason to shine 

a spotlight on them.  

 

I’m not, however, saying you should lie about them. If an application requests the 

information, provide it. If the topic comes up in the interview, share openly (but be brief!). 

If it’s something that could potentially cause you to lose the job in the future if NOT 

disclosed, bring it up at the end of the interview, even if no one specifically asked about 

it.  

 

In most cases, negative things in your history will not necessarily disqualify you, especially 

if you address them in a way that shows you’ve grown and learned from the experience.  
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COVER LETTERS 
 

A cover letter is NOT a useless formality, as many modern-day job seekers may believe. 

In a recent survey, one-third of the hiring managers polled said that they would not even 

consider an application that didn’t include a cover letter.  

 

“We ignore résumés…What we do look at are cover letters. Cover letters say it all. 

They immediately tell you if someone wants this job or just any job. And cover 

letters make something else very clear: They tell you who can and who can't write. 

Spell checkers can spell, but they can't write. Wordsmiths rise to the top quickly.” 

 

—Jason Fried, co-founder of 37 Signals (in an interview with Inc. Magazine on the 

company’s hiring process) 

 

Does every company put this much weight on cover letters? No. But you want to pretend 

like they do. A cover letter is a helpful way to stand out from the crowd and can sometimes 

be that added nudge that pushes you from a “Maybe” into the “Yes” category.  

 
 

Think of a cover letter as necessary for ALL job applications—even if it says 

“optional.” It’s a “no risk/high potential reward” activity. 
 

 

A cover letter helps you to:  

• Make a personal connection with the reader 

• Proactively explain confusing resume items 

• Make a clear connection between your background and the role you’re seeking 

• Demonstrate your passion for your profession and/or the company 

• Demonstrate your writing skills 
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A cover letter should be tailored for each specific job application; generic doesn’t cut it. 

Of course, it’s useful to create one “framework” and customize it for each position just like 

you do with your resume.  

 

Submit your cover letter with your resume, as a separate document, preferably in PDF 

format if sending via email. (You may also choose to copy and paste the text of your cover 

letter into the body of the email. That is common and can be very effective at grabbing 

the reviewer’s attention.)  

 

What Should Be Included?  
 

Your cover letter may include any of the following. (Hint: Don’t try to include ALL of these 

things. Your letter shouldn’t be more than one page, and preferably about 2/3 of a page.)  

 

Explain why you think your skills are a perfect match for the position and the 

company. Differentiate yourself and offer a Unique Selling Proposition (USP).  

 

“As a multilingual professional fluent in Spanish and French as well as English, I take 

pride in my ability to communicate with and serve a global clientele.” 

 

Demonstrate your passion for the company and brand, and your understanding of 

its challenges and goals. (Press releases and the company website are great 
resources!)  

 

“With the recent announcement of your global initiatives, the rapid pace of growth at 

XYZ company seems likely to continue. Having been recognized in the past for my 

ability to establish efficient systems and create organized procedures within the start-

up environment, I believe my skills will be an asset as your company continues its 

march toward market domination.”  
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Proactively explain things that might be confusing on your resume and address 
red flags (such as gaps in employment).  

 

“While caring for an ill family member, I spent three years out of the workforce. During 

this time, however, I had the opportunity to hone my skills by completing several 

professional development courses I had long been exploring. This family situation is 

no longer impacting my employment availability.”  

 

Connect the dots: If your resume shows experience that doesn’t directly relate to 

the position, explain why it’s relevant.  

 

“The 4 years I spent in the highly regulated financial services industry taught me the 

kind of meticulous attention-to-detail required in the legal world. Whether overseeing 

the management of highly confidential information or auditing operations to ensure 

regulatory compliance, my role provided exceptional hands-on training for this 

transition into the field of law.”  

 

Tell a short, personal story about how you achieved something significant.  

 

“In 2009, I was awarded the industry’s top honor, “Marketing Professional of the Year,” 

in recognition of my contributions to the Nike Just Do It campaign. I’m looking forward 

to achieving even greater levels of success for—and with—your organization.”  

 

Outline your long-term career goals and how you see this job fitting in.  

 

“Over the next 3 years, I would like to leverage my knowledge and experience to 

transition from production to management. I’m eager to prove myself in this role and 

believe this in an ideal position to help me achieve my long-term career objectives 

with XYZ organization.”  
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An Innovative Tool 
 

While cover letters are usually written in standard business letter format and maintain a 

traditional structure, I’ve recently seen a new and innovative tool that appears to be 

effective. It involves creating a two-column table such as the one in the example on the 

next page.  

 

In the column on the left-hand side, list all of the specific qualifications the job posting or 

description defines. On the right-hand side, list all of the qualifications you have that 

match.  

 

This is a non-traditional tool that may help you stand out from the crowd, if you believe 

your qualifications are indeed a perfect match. However, doing anything so dramatically 

different can also be risky. Further, it cannot be easily inserted into an online application 

system. I do not highly recommend this format, but it’s something I’m playing around with. 

You may wish to do the same. Alternatively, you can create this table and use it as a 

supplemental “leave behind” for the interview stage.  
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Example  
Core Competencies and Skills You Are 
Seeking I Offer… 

Established track record of building and 
advancing large teams of professionals 

• Currently oversee professional development for 
approximately 1500 associates 

• Created standardized interview and new hire 
onboarding processes 

• Developed content for new manager transition 
training and dozens of additional development 
programs for staff at all levels  

Accomplished background in employee 
training and development  

• Over 8 years of training and development 
design and execution experience with corporate 
clients, including Capital One, Northrop 
Grumman, TIAA-CREF, Turner Broadcasting, 
W.W. Grainger, and more  

Extensive management experience  
• Managed teams of 15 to 25 employees, 

including remote, contract, intern, full time and 
part time 

Robust leadership qualities 

• Experienced entrepreneur with a history of 
establishing long-term, productive business 
relationships with top-tier executives in some of 
the world’s most recognized organizations 

Advanced technology skills and interest 

• Former MS Excel trainer (advanced)  
• Experience delivering training via Citrix, WebEx, 

and other online conferencing systems 
• Supported business solely via online marketing 

since 2009 

Excellent communication skills 

• Certified coach with extensive experience in 
mentorship, mediation and facilitation 

• Focus on listening first and adapting my style to 
meet the needs of the person or people 
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EDITING 
 

According to a recent survey conducted by OfficeTeam, 76 percent of executives said 

just one or two typos in a resume are enough to eliminate a job candidate’s chances for 

consideration. 40 percent actually said that it only takes one typo to toss a resume. 

 

LESSON: Write your cover letter and resume. Then edit, edit, and edit again. The 

importance of editing cannot be overstated.  

 

General Editing Tips  
 

• Read Aloud  

When reading silently, the human brain has a remarkable power to autocorrect 

mistakes on the page. It fills in missing words, re-orders transposed letters, and 

even inserts information that’s been completely omitted. Reading aloud forces the 

brain to be more discerning. The extra step of connecting the words you’re seeing 

to the ones you’re saying helps slow the brain’s auto-correction process.      

 

• Print Your Work  

Studies show that it’s hard to see details in work you’ve created without changing 

the visual form of it. When you print it (versus reading it on the screen) the shift 

helps your brain see the words with fresh eyes.  

 

• Don’t Rely on the Computer   

Unfortunately, computerized spell check features leave much to be desired. They 

are unable to catch anything but the most egregious and distinct errors and, at 

times, their recommendations even introduce new mistakes. Language is a 

complex art that requires human reasoning. Do not expect the computer to do all 

the work for you.   
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• Get Outside Perspective   

As the writer, your eyes are tainted when it comes to your work. No matter what 

tricks you use, you already know what you’re trying to say and how you want to 

say it. It’s virtually impossible to do a thorough edit of your own work.  

 

For this reason, consider asking a colleague, trusted advisor, friend or family member to 

review your work. They are not only more likely to catch typos and other basic language 

errors; they may also have important feedback regarding presentation. They may point 

out areas of confusion you would likely miss on your own.  

 

It is, of course, essential to listen and take the feedback into consideration. Do not ask for 

assistance in the hopes that you will receive unconditional praise. Constructive criticism 

is far more valuable, but only if it’s put to use.    

 

• Get Professional Assistance  

If you aren’t confident in your own abilities and those of the people you know, 

consider hiring a freelance editor to review your documents. It’s well worth the 

small financial investment.  

 

Finally, remember to keep your documents concise. Sentences should be short, 

straightforward and easy to read. This will make the editing process simpler.  
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A NOTE ABOUT INTEGRITY  
 

In this day and age, it almost goes without saying that it never pays to exaggerate, 

embellish, fib, or lie on a resume or cover letter. However, the topic still must be 

addressed. Stretching the truth is unethical and it’s simply not worth the risk. Employers 

rely on the facts presented in these documents to make their decisions and 

misrepresentations can be deemed fraudulent and may even lead to termination.  

 

In 2012, Scott Thompson, the former CEO of Yahoo, was found to have “padded” his 

resume with a college degree he didn’t have1. It became a question of integrity. It wasn’t 

that the college degree impacted his ability to do the job; but trust was broken. He was 

found to be dishonest, and as a result, he was forced to resign. If it can happen to the 

CEO of Yahoo, it can happen to you. There is no reason to do it and the consequences 

far outweigh any potential short-lived benefit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 CNN Money, Yahoo confirms CEO is out after resume scandal, May 14, 2012 
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SIMPLE CUSTOMIZATION TIPS  
 

Every resume and cover letter you send out should be fully customized for each position.  

 

Resume Customization 
 

• Adjust the keywords you’re using to match the job posting and company website.  

 

• Make sure your branding statement or professional profile headline at the top of 
the page is as close to an EXACT MATCH for the position title as possible (without 

lying). 

 

Imagine the following is your current branding statement:  

 

“Experienced Administrative Professional with Proven Record of Success” 

 

If applying for a position with the title of Administrative Assistant, you would change it to:  

 

“Experienced Administrative Assistant with Proven Record of Success” 

 

If applying for a position as Office Manager, even without any specific experience in the 

role, you could change it to: 

 

“Experienced Administrative Professional with Proven Success in Office Management” 

 

-OR- 

 

“Aspiring Office Manager with X Years of Administrative Experience & Proven Record of 

Success” 
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• Make sure to address each requirement/qualification listed in the job posting in 

your achievement statements as best you can. Some people find it useful to create 

a master document with achievement statements they can pull from to customize 

the resume based on the specific details of the job description.  

 

• If you do not have a specific requirement, make sure you have a transferable skill 

that relates to that requirement. You may need to write a new bullet point or two. 

(If so, add it to your master list for future use.)  

 

• Don’t over think it. Spend a little time customizing and then move on. You can drive 

yourself nuts creating a brand new resume for each and every position, and that’s 

just not a valuable use of your time. 

 

Cover Letter Customization 
 

• Reference the exact job title and company name.  

 

• Address the letter to a real individual if at all possible. Do your research and figure 

out who the hiring manager is. If the job posting doesn’t specifically identify the 

individual, LinkedIn is a great resource for this. Otherwise, simply address it, “Dear 

Hiring Manager.” Do not use “Dear Sir” or “Dear Madam” as these are considered 

old fashioned.  

 

• Highlight the skills and accomplishments that best suit the specific position you are 

seeking. Look at the job posting. What seems most important to this hiring 

manager? What qualifications do you have that demonstrate this? Again, it may 

be useful to create a master document where you keep various cover letter 

language you’ve used in the past.   
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Market Feedback  
 
If your resume and cover letter aren’t resulting in interviews, this is a strong signal to make 

a change. In the coaching business, we call this “market feedback”. If people don’t like 

what you’re selling, they won’t buy.  

 

Listen to your market! Make adjustments if and when necessary. Remember that these 

are living documents. They aren’t written in stone. Keep them updated and continuously 

look for opportunities for improvement.  
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APPENDIX 
 

The following materials and resources will help support your success as you create and 

revise your resume and cover letter. 
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BRAINSTORM YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS 
 

• What problems or difficult situations were you able to resolve?  
 

• What challenges/emergency situations did you handle successfully?  

 

• What did you create or build?  

 

• What ideas or concepts were you involved in developing?  

 

• How did you demonstrate leadership in the face of challenge?  

 

• Was there a situation where you were able to identify a need and satisfy it?  

 

• Was there a change in which you made active contributions?  
 

• Were you involved in a program that increased sales or profits?  

 

• Did you initiate any plans to reduce costs?  

 

• Did you assist someone else in realizing his or her objective?  

 

• Did you make suggestions that helped save time and/or money?  

 

• Did you receive any awards or special commendations because of particular 

contributions you made?  

 

• Were there situations where you performed at top levels when circumstances were 
against you?  
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• Did you have ideas and suggestions that helped increase the performance of a 

work group? 

 

• Did you recommend plans that increased the efficiency of a team or reduced 

turnover?  

 

• Did you create plans that increased the client base?  

 

• Did you find ways to improve quality of service?  
 

• Did you contribute ideas that enabled leaders to better maintain control?  

 

• Did you automate or update any procedures that contributed to the improvement 

of quality in your team’s work?  
 

• Did you improve any processes to make them more efficient, effective or reliable?  
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ACTION VERBS A TO Z 
 

Skip to a specific section by clicking on the letter: 

A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y |  

 

A 
• Accelerated 

• Accomplished 

• Achieved 

• Acquired 

• Acted 

• Activated 

• Adapted 

• Addressed 

• Adjusted 

• Administered 

• Advanced 

• Advertised 

• Advised 

• Advocated 

• Aided 

• Allocated 

• Analyzed 

• Answered 

• Anticipated 

• Applied 

• Appointed 

• Appraised 

• Approved 
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• Arbitrated 

• Arranged 

• Articulated 

• Ascertained 

• Assembled 

• Assessed 

• Assigned 

• Assisted 

• Attained 

• Audited 

• Augmented 

• Authored 

• Authorized 

• Awarded 

B 
• Balanced 

• Began 

• Boosted 

• Briefed 

• Budgeted 

• Built 

C 
• Calculated 

• Captured 

• Cataloged/Catalogued 

• Centralized 

• Chaired 

• Championed 

• Charted 
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• Checked 

• Clarified 

• Classified 

• Coached 

• Coded 

• Collaborated 

• Collected 

• Combined 

• Communicated 

• Compared 

• Compiled 

• Completed 

• Composed 

• Computed 

• Conceived 

• Conceptualized 

• Condensed 

• Conducted 

• Conferred 

• Conserved 

• Considered 

• Consolidated 

• Constructed 

• Consulted 

• Contacted 

• Continued 

• Contracted 

• Contributed 

• Controlled 

• Converted 
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• Conveyed 

• Convinced 

• Cooperated 

• Coordinated 

• Corrected 

• Corresponded 

• Counseled 

• Crafted 

• Created 

• Critiqued 

• Cultivated 

• Customized 

D 
• Debated 

• Debugged 

• Decided 

• Defined 

• Delegated 

• Delivered 

• Demonstrated 

• Designated 

• Designed 

• Detected 

• Determined 

• Developed 

• Devised 

• Diagnosed 

• Directed 

• Discovered 
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• Discussed 

• Dispensed 

• Displayed 

• Dissected 

• Distributed 

• Diversified 

• Diverted 

• Documented 

• Doubled 

• Drafted 

• Drew 

E 
• Earned 

• Edited 

• Educated 

• Effected 

• Elected 

• Elicited 

• Eliminated 

• Emphasized 

• Employed 

• Enabled 

• Enacted 

• Encouraged 

• Enforced 

• Engineered 

• Enhanced 

• Enlarged 

• Enlisted 
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• Ensured 

• Entertained 

• Established 

• Estimated 

• Evaluated 

• Examined 

• Executed 

• Exhibited 

• Expanded 

• Expedited 

• Experimented 

• Explained 

• Explored 

• Expressed 

• Extended 

• Extracted 

F 
• Fabricated 

• Facilitated 

• Familiarized 

• Fashioned 

• Filed 

• Finalized 

• Financed 

• Fixed 

• Flagged 

• Focused 

• Forecasted 

• Forged 
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• Formalized 

• Formed 

• Formulated 

• Fortified 

• Fostered 

• Founded 

• Found 

• Fulfilled 

• Furnished 

• Furthered 

G 
• Gained 

• Gathered 

• Generated 

• Governed 

• Grossed 

• Guaranteed 

• Guided 

H 
• Halted 

• Handled 

• Headed 

• Heightened 

• Helped 

• Hired 

• Honed 

• Hosted 

• Hypothesized 
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I 
• Identified 

• Illustrated 

• Imagined 

• Implemented 

• Improved 

• Improvised 

• Incorporated 

• Increased 

• Indexed 

• Individualized 

• Influenced 

• Informed 

• Initiated 

• Innovated 

• Inspected 

• Inspired 

• Installed 

• Instilled 

• Instituted 

• Instructed 

• Insured 

• Integrated 

• Interacted 

• Interpreted 

• Intervened 

• Interviewed 

• Introduced 

• Invented 
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• Inventoried 

• Investigated 

• Involved 

• Issued 

J 
• Joined 

• Judged 

• Justified 

K 
• Kept 

L 
• Launched 

• Learned 

• Lectured 

• Led 

• Leveraged 

• Lifted 

• Listened 

• Located 

• Logged 

M 
• Maintained 

• Managed 

• Manipulated 

• Manufactured 

• Mapped 

• Marketed 

• Masterminded 

• Maximized 
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• Measured 

• Mediated 

• Mentored 

• Merged 

• Minimized 

• Mobilized 

• Modeled 

• Moderated 

• Modified 

• Monitored 

• Motivated 

N 
• Navigated 

• Negotiated 

• Netted 

• Normalized 

O 
• Observed 

• Obtained 

• Opened 

• Operated 

• Ordered 

• Orchestrated 

• Organized 

• Originated 

• Outlined 

• Outsourced 

• Overcame 

• Overhauled 
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• Oversaw 

P 
• Participated 

• Perceived 

• Performed 

• Persuaded 

• Photographed 

• Pinpointed 

• Piloted 

• Pioneered 

• Placed 

• Planned 

• Played 

• Predicted 

• Prepared 

• Prescribed 

• Presented 

• Presided 

• Prevented 

• Printed 

• Prioritized 

• Processed 

• Procured 

• Produced 

• Programmed 

• Projected 

• Promoted 

• Proofread 

• Propelled 
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• Proposed 

• Prospected 

• Protected 

• Proved 

• Provided 

• Publicized 

• Purchased 

Q 
• Qualified 

• Quantified 

• Questioned 

R 
• Raised 

• Ran 

• Rated 

• Reached 

• Realigned 

• Realized 

• Reasoned 

• Received 

• Recognized 

• Recommended 

• Reconciled 

• Recorded 

• Recruited 

• Rectified 

• Recycled 

• Reduced 

• Referred 
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• Regained 

• Registered 

• Regulated 

• Rehabilitated 

• Related 

• Reinforced 

• Remodeled 

• Removed 

• Rendered 

• Renegotiated 

• Reorganized 

• Repaired 

• Replaced 

• Reported 

• Repositioned 

• Represented 

• Researched 

• Reserved 

• Reshaped 

• Resolved 

• Responded 

• Restored 

• Restructured 

• Retrieved 

• Reviewed 

• Revised 

• Revitalized 

• Routed 
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S 
• Satisfied 

• Saved 

• Scheduled 

• Screened 

• Searched 

• Secured 

• Selected 

• Separated 

• Served 

• Set Up 

• Shaped 

• Shared 

• Simplified 

• Simulated 

• Sketched 

• Sold 

• Solicited 

• Solved 

• Sorted 

• Spearheaded 

• Specialized 

• Specified 

• Spoke 

• Sponsored 

• Staffed 

• Standardized 

• Started 

• Stimulated 
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• Streamlined 

• Strengthened 

• Structured 

• Studied 

• Suggested 

• Summarized 

• Supervised 

• Supplied 

• Supported 

• Surpassed 

• Surveyed 

• Sustained 

• Synthesized 

• Systematized 

T 
• Tabulated 

• Targeted 

• Taught 

• Terminated 

• Tested 

• Tightened 

• Totaled 

• Tracked 

• Traded 

• Trained 

• Transcribed 

• Transferred 

• Transformed 

• Transitioned 
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• Transmitted 

• Translated 

• Traveled 

• Troubleshot 

• Tutored 

U 
• Uncovered 

• Undertook 

• Unified 

• United 

• Updated 

• Upgraded 

• Utilized 

• Used 

V 
• Validated 

• Vetted 

• Verbalized 

• Verified 

• Visualized 

• Vitalized 

• Volunteered 

W 
• Weighed 

• Widened 

• Won 

• Wrote 

X 

Y 
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RESOURCE LIST  
 

Online Templates and Resume Builders 
 

I am not a fan of most online resume templates or builders. I often find them difficult to 

use as some of the features can’t be easily manipulated or customized for the unique 

needs of the individual. If you have some basic skills with MS Word, you can create your 

own template without much hassle. I do not recommend that you use a software like 

Canva or Photoshop; remember that your documents should not have an abundance of 

graphic design features in them.  

 

For those who would prefer to start with a basic framework, you can download my 

personal templates (2 resume templates and 2 cover letter templates) using the link 

below.  

 

Template Resource Page  
 

http://eatyourcareer.com/resource-page-resume-cover-letter-toolkit/ 

 

These documents include basic formatting and provide simple fill-in-the-blank 

instructions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://eatyourcareer.com/resource-page-resume-cover-letter-toolkit/
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Professional Writing & Critique Services 
 
Be wary of any company offering “free” resume and cover letter critique services. I can 

virtually guarantee it’s a ploy to sell you on a paid service. The truth is, every resume 

could use improvement. They’re never going to tell you things look great. More likely than 

not, they’re going to paint a dire picture of how bad things are and how desperately you 

need to pay them to fix it.  

 

I do not currently offer professional resume writing services and I don’t have a trusted 

referral source. I believe strongly that every professional should invest the time to learn 

how to create strong resume documentation on their own. After all, you are likely to need 

updates throughout your career. Why continue paying someone else to do it when you 

are more than capable?  

 

If you need support in the proofreading phase of the process, you may want to consider 

hiring a professional editor from Upwork.com or another freelance marketplace.  
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Job Search, Career & Resume Writing Resources 
 

 

As we all know, resources on the web are constantly changing and disappearing. If you 

find that any of the links below are no longer valid, please let me know by sending an 

email to Chrissy@EatYourCareer.com. I will do my best to keep this list up-to-date. 
 

 

The OWL at Perdue   

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/ 

 

The good folks of Perdue University created this award-winning Online Writing Lab with 

hundreds of pages of resource material for students as well as the public. Their section 

for Workplace Writers is a top-notch spot to grab writing advice for all kinds of business 

documents. You’ll find great information for creating well-organized, attention-grabbing 

resumes and cover letters, but the OWL also provides so much more. Keep this site 

bookmarked; you’ll want to reference it long after your stellar resume has landed you that 

dream gig. 

 

LiveCareer        https://www.livecareer.com 

 

This is a great site for all kinds of career advice, but the section on resumes is 

exceptionally comprehensive and well researched. While other sites peddle dime-a-

dozen surface level “tips”, these guys have several experts who know how to dive deep 

into complicated topics (like resume keywords) in unique and engaging ways. Trust this 

website to break the most current news in resume innovation. And they’ve got something 

for everyone—articles, tutorials, quizzes, and samples abound. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Chrissy@EatYourCareer.com
https://www.livecareer.com
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/
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Ask a Manager               http://www.askamanager.org 
 

The author of this website (Alison Green) is the real deal—an HR manager who hires, 

fires, promotes and answers your questions about the process. Her advice is down-to-

earth, straightforward and usually somewhat surprising. She certainly isn’t afraid of 

speaking her mind and that’s why I love her. It’s always nice to find someone who speaks 

the truth, even when it’s not pretty.  

 
The Balance Careers           https://www.thebalancecareers.com 

 

This website houses thousands of job search related articles and videos to explore. 

Resumes are just one small piece. With all kinds of samples, templates and helpful 

information, you’ll find everything you need to create resumes and cover letters, brush up 

your networking and interview skills, and launch a successful job search. The expert who 

oversees the job search area is Allison Doyle, one of the industry’s most highly regarded 

career experts.   

 

Workbloom               https://workbloom.com 

 

This website has over 300 resume samples created by professional resume writers and 

career coaches which you can view with no download required. They are categorized by 

job title primarily, which makes searching around easy and fast. These samples offer 

great inspiration for layout and organization but be careful—they aren’t all fabulous! That 

being said, the site hosts a lot of useful information and the majority of the samples are 

very well put together.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.askamanager.org
https://www.thebalancecareers.com
https://workbloom.com
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The Ladders                  https://www.theladders.com/ 

 

This website is considered the top resource for finding a job with an annual salary over 

$100,000, therefore the roles listed here are typically for higher-level, more experienced 

employees. In addition, you can find resume review and critique support and expert 

advice. At the time of this writing, The Ladders has a new feature called “Apply4Me” which 

allows you to answer one set of questions one time and the system will then submit 

applications for open jobs on your behalf. Though it is not yet proven, this system may be 

a time-saving game-changer for job searchers in the future!  

 

Ivy Exec                  https://www.ivyexec.com/ 

 

This membership website may be beneficial for the executive-level job seeker. It offers a 

curated list of job openings, resume review and support, job search advisors and a 

mentorship network. The company also collaborates with an executive search team to 

help connect you to opportunities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.theladders.com/
https://www.ivyexec.com/
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RESUME & COVER LETTER SAMPLES  
 

On the following pages, I’ve provided a variety of resume and cover letter samples.  

 

You’ll note that these represent very different people with different professional 

backgrounds and skill sets. Thus, the documents themselves are all quite different as 

well.  

 

I worked directly with each client directly as his or her career advisor. Some of the final 

choices the clients made were not necessarily my preference, but it was important that 

they ended up with documents that made them feel comfortable and confident. This is 

an important lesson for you to remember as well. If you decide to work with a professional 

(whether me or someone else), bring your own voice into the discussion. This isn’t an 

exact science by any means. Your opinion matters most.   

 

All confidential information has been changed, redacted or replaced. 
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BUSINESS STRATEGIST AND OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS LEADER 

 

Accomplished, forward-thinking business architect with record of developing and implementing strategies to 
drive growth and profitability—Expert in building, improving and managing operational systems and 
infrastructure cross-functionally in a variety of industries.    
 

Recognized for leading top-performing teams to surpass targets—Skilled at communicating with and 
empowering a diverse global and remote workforce; proven ability to build strong partnerships with 
stakeholders, team members, vendors and clients including C-suite leadership.  
 

Advanced technical proficiency—Extensive experience directing IT strategy to leverage optimization and 
automation, especially within high-volume data environments; exceptionally skilled at analyzing current state, 
identifying opportunities and translating needs to development teams.  
 

AREAS OF EXCELLENCE  

§ Data Analysis (Qualitative & Quantitative)  
§ IT Strategy Development & Implementation  
§ Organizational Change Management  
§ Process Creation & Improvement 

§ Product Development & Improvement  
§ Profit & Loss Management  
§ Sales, Marketing, Logistics  
§ Team Development, Coaching & Leadership 

 
 

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE  
ISO 9001:2008 Standards 

CRM, ERP, BI 
MS Office, Google Docs, Box 

Salesforce, Zoho, Marketo, Conga, Docusign, Adobe Sign, Tableau 
 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE  

 
INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT (OPERATIONS, SALES & MARKETING) Denver, CO                2011 to present 
Support small to mid-size organizations and individual business owners to translate vision into a strategic 
roadmap; design and implement tactical solutions to achieve stated growth and revenue objectives.  
 

§ Directed and oversaw sweeping reorganization of financial firm expanding into government retirement 
market; developed and implemented repeatable processes for all functions in new division including 
marketing, sales, training, and performance management        

§ Completed full integration and modification of Salesforce CRM solution, including end-user documentation 
and training, in 6 weeks   

 
CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER, Denver, CO                  2016 to present 
REDACTED Company Name 
Oversee 13 direct reports and all operational aspects in delivering 10 corporate business data products to the 
Global 2000 clients; execute major restructure within IT, Acquisitions and Human Resources, while managing 
ongoing product development, improvement and support.       
 

§ Performed audits to identify gaps in data collection methodologies; automated processes and decreased 
missing sources by 98%, netting 18% increase in number of records for 2017 and est. 10% in 2018 

§ Saved over $72K per year by replacing 3rd party data collectors with technical solutions including API 
§ Removed all critical security risks and decreased bugs by 55% by managing and coordinating complete 

technology overhaul, including replacement and implementation of new software and hardware 
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§ Executed workforce analysis to identify inefficiencies; redefined job descriptions, KPIs, hiring processes, 
pay scales and workload distribution to address gaps  

 
BUSINESS ANALYST, TERRITORY MANAGER AND RENEWAL MANAGER, Broomfield, CO         2015 to 2016 
REDACTED Company Name 
Performed analysis and developed business solutions for current customers and prospects within 300+ 
organizations across Salesforce verticals; increased user adoption and customer retention while reducing IT 
development hours.  
 

§ Achieved 118% of Q1 2016 sales goals within 2 months due to in-depth technical understanding of product 
combined with exceptional sales skills 

 
DATA GROUP & INSIDE SALES MANAGER, Denver, CO                2013 to 2014 
REDACTED Company Name 
Grew and led global data group (with resources in the UK and India) and inside sales team to exceed targets by 
initiating data-driven process and product enhancements.    
 

§ Led ISO 9001:2008 marketing process creation and implementation, successfully training global teams 
without any CPARs 

§ Created cohesive prospect and customer tracking methodology, resulting in improved ability to identify, 
segment and analyze market data for new product offerings and sales targeting  

§ Achieved year-over-year growth of 138% in contact data and 39% in account data acquisition by 
coordinating efforts of sales reps and outsourced vendors, and by improving data quality, quantity and 
analysis 

§ Captured 7-figure pipeline in 3 months by conducting product and phone training, enhancing CRM 
operations and implementing data-driven process improvements 

 
PUBLISHER, ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER & ACCOUNT MANAGER, Denver, CO             2009 to 2011 
REDACTED Company Name 
Managed all aspects of online and print publication (50K monthly) including sales, marketing, P&L, staffing, 
advertising, partnerships, pricing, and production.  
 

§ Captured $380K in net new sales by leveraging print, email, online, digital, data and telemarketing tactics  
§ Successfully created and delivered new product (AnnuityNews.com) on budget within 3 months 
§ Saved over $100K annually by negotiating with vendors; developing and improving processes for 

subscriber circulation, fulfillment and marketing; and implementing online affiliate and association 
programs to increase brand awareness  

§ Saved 480 hours per year in production and increased product quality by refining editorial flow process  
§ Reduced man hours by 50% for tradeshows, print publication, new client telemarketing, sales and vendor 

services by analyzing and streamlining processes 
 

OTHER EXPERIENCE 
 

Account Executive, Summit Business Media 
Sales and Operations Center Manager, LA Weight Loss  

Operations Manager, Reed Elsevier/Reed Business Information 
Inside Sales Manager, Page Digital 

 
EDUCATION 

 

Western Colorado University, BA Business Administration, Marketing 



CLIENT 
Address  Email@email.com 
Address  (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
   

SEASONED C-LEVEL EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 
 
Solutions-oriented, results-driven support professional with over 15 years of increasing 
responsibilities managing the complex needs of C-level executives. Proven record of 
handling high-pressure, highly confidential environments with composure, diplomacy, 
discretion, and confidence. Ability to act as a strategic partner by proactively anticipating 
needs, helping executives focus on and achieve top business priorities.  
 

AREAS OF EXCELLENCE 
 
 Advanced Proficiency in MS 

Office Suite 
 Calendar Management 
 Communication  
 Creativity 
 Customer Service  
 Email Management 
 Expense Reports 

 File Management (Electronic & 
Hard Copy)   

 International & Domestic Travel 
Planning 

 Meeting Coordination 
 Needs Analysis 
 Proactive  
 Problem Solving 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
PRIVATE COMPANY – Lexington, MA                 Oct. 2008 to Present 
EXECUTIVE COORDINATOR (International Alliances/Commercial) 
 
 Successfully managed calendars for 6 busy executives; coordinated meetings with 

complex requirements including attendees in multiple time zones and virtual meeting 
technology (i.e., web, video and teleconference).   

 Coordinated all logistics of on-site and off-site meetings, including the inaugural 
Physicians Seminar in September of 2010, which hosted 110 international attendees.  

 Managed complex domestic and international travel arrangements with meticulous 
attention to detail; verified and tracked medical requirements, created itineraries, 
accounted for impact of date and time zone changes, arranged transport and meal 
reservations, etc. 

 Saved the company approx. $3000 in 2010 by submitting Visa applications without 
utilizing legal resources. 

 Managed and reported expenses adhering to budget constraints; resolved conflicts, 
coordinated with purchase department and ensured no discrepancies.   

 Tracked revenue information for 6 companies, ensuring accuracy and timely 
distribution.  

 Demonstrated innovative problem solving and initiative by managing special projects 
including creating the ECP hyperlink document and obtaining a Sr. VP’s medical 
license in D.C.  

 
PRIVATE COMPANY – Boston, MA                        Jan. 2007 to June 2008 
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT (Regional Manager)  
 
 Acted as go-to person for scheduling of personal and professional appointments; 

coordinated all aspects of on-site, off-site and virtual meeting logistics.  



CLIENT 
Address  Email@email.com 
Address  (xxx) xxx-xxxx 
   
PRIVATE COMPANY – Boston, MA                  April 2004 to Nov. 2007 
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT (Sales Department)  

 
 Oversaw and provided service for approx. 500 clients and prospects, offering 

exceptional “white glove” treatment whether communicating over the phone, via 
email or in-person. 

 Prepared customized materials and marketing collateral for sales meetings, ensuring 
items were always up-to-date and accurate.  

 Maintained critically important contact database using PRISM, updating information 
as needed to ensure accuracy at all times.  

 Handled all elements of opening new accounts including collecting appropriate 
documentation from clients and financial institutions, entering information into 
database, and ensuring timely and accurate service.  

 Coordinated monthly mass mailing for approx. 1800 referral sources using mail 
merge database technology and ensured quality and professionalism of finished 
product.   

 
PRIVATE COMPANY – Waltham, MA                          Nov. 2000 to Feb. 2004  
SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT (Account Management Dept., 2001 to 2004) 

 
 Oversaw on-boarding process of approx. 3 new hires per year including orientation 

and training, completing confidential HR forms, and distributing equipment.  
 Saved the company approx. $2000 per year by researching, recommending and 

implementing new technology (CD-ROM) to replace printing of presentations.   
 Provided comprehensive administrative support for 6 executives including a VP, 

Senior Director and 4 Sales Directors and acted as liaison for 30+ departmental 
employees.  

 
SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT (Medical Dept., 2000 to 2001) 
 
 Handled sensitive documentation and confidential information regarding major drug 

studies with the highest level of discretion; filed CIOMS forms for Serious Adverse 
Events with accuracy and distributed to appropriate parties in a timely manner.  

 
PRIVATE COMPANY – Belmont, MA                      June 1998 to Oct. 2000 
OFFICE MANAGER / EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT   

 
 Saved the company 55% on monthly long distance telephone service by researching 

providers, negotiating rates and managing the transfer of vendors without disruption. 
 Coordinated all aspects of tradeshow logistics including production and shipping of 

marketing materials, travel arrangements, and timely follow up with prospects.  
 
EDUCATION 
 
BS, Business Administration/Management, 2008, Northwestern University  
Honors: Sigma Alpha Lambda (2007), Golden Key International (2006)  
 
AS, Business Administration, Middlesex Community College  



Sample Client—MBA, PMP 
Northglenn, CO | email@email.com | (123) 456-7890 | linkedin.com/in/sampleclient 

	
Chief Information Officer, IT Director, IT Project Manager 

 
Strategic IT executive with over 20 years’ experience successfully managing, expanding, and integrating global 
technology infrastructure and teams to support cost effective, reliable and efficient operations enterprise-wide. Capable of 
addressing all advanced system administration, enterprise networking and IT service related needs from strategic 
direction to flawless installation. Demonstrated success proposing, designing, scoping, planning, managing and launching 
large-scale, complex IT projects that yield measurable positive impacts to the business. 
 

§ Budgeting and Forecasting  
§ Project Management  
§ Gap Analysis and Process Identification  
§ IT Policies and Procedures  
§ IT Strategic Planning  

§ Network Analysis and Design  
§ Network Security and Administration  
§ Operations Improvement 
§ Staffing and Team Leadership  
§ Team Building and Mentoring  

 
AREAS OF EXPERTISE 

 

NETWORKING: Network Design, Network Administration, WAN, LAN and WLAN Management. Cisco Products: Switches, 
Routers, Call Manager VoIP. Sonicwall Products:  Firewalls, Wireless Controllers and Email Security.  Barracuda 
Products: Firewalls, SPAM Filters, Email Archivers, Link Balancers and Backup Appliances. DELL Products:  Equalogic 
SANs, NAS Devices, KASE Appliances, Servers and Switches. HP Products: Proliant Servers, Procurve Switches and 
Printers. Protocols/Etc.: TCP/IP, DNS, DHCP, VPN, and Group Policy. Infrastructure: CAT6 Cable Termination and 
Testing, Fiber Optic, MPLS and T1 Configuration.   
	
SERVER TECHNOLOGIES:   Microsoft Windows Server (All Versions); Exchange Server (All Versions); Office 365; SQL 
Server 2005; Citrix Xen Server Virtualization, Hyper-V Virtualization, Management and Configuration. Backup Systems, 
Email Archival Software and Appliances, Cisco Call Manager, Cisco Unity Voicemail, Apple Servers, Jamf Pro (Casper) 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
REDACTED Company Name                       2017 to present 
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATON TECHNOLOGY  
	

Provided technological leadership for over 30 high-volume facilities including DIA restaurants and retail locations, 
commercial buildings and residential properties; oversaw all aspects of IT including infrastructure, security, POS, 

networking, access controls, digital signage, CCTV, and climate controls.  
 

§ Implemented tracking and accountability systems for all IT operations including support tickets and purchases, resulting 
in greater fiscal responsibility; better management of resources, time and performance; and improved departmental 
reputation  

§ Hired and managed team of 5 highly skilled technicians; provided daily supervision, training, and leadership   
§ Launched initiative to create procedural documentation for all technical systems to standardize processes and support 

user success   
§ Collaborated with city and county officials to ensure compliance of DIA technical infrastructure and immediately resolve 

concerns 
§ Oversaw major equipment upgrades to increase system reliability by 50% and facilitate growth; corrected problematic 

past integrations and implemented necessary improvements to ensure PCI compliance  
§ Successfully redirected failing $100K project and streamlined to completion, resulting in immediate savings to 

organization in lost time and labor costs  
§ Planned all technical requirements and implementation strategy for major expansion involving 26 out-of-state facilities  

 
REDACTED Company Name                   2009 to 2017 
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER 
	

One of 4-person Executive Management Team overseeing $15M annual budget; managed all technical elements from strategic 
direction to tactical implementation within district’s 4 physical locations; oversaw team of 5 providing IT support for 4,000+ 

computer and mobile devices as well as 2600+ end-users including students, faculty and staff. 
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§ Led $3M initiative to further district’s core technological vision by incorporating multi-media tablet technology into daily 
education; scoped infrastructure requirements for additional 2700+ mobile devices and oversaw implementation 

§ Immediately identified and addressed antiquated technology and compatibility concerns within newly installed software; 
achieved 80% reimbursement for costs previously incurred 

§ Reduced price per page for printing by over 75% by renegotiating leased assets 
§ Established and implemented all IT procedures and enterprise policies from the ground up 
§ Service Desk to manage and record problem resolution and track performance of support team resulting in more 

efficient processing and reduced confusion 
§ Oversaw all IT projects related to construction of new 60,000 square foot facility, from scoping requirements to 

ensuring appropriate installation and setup 
 
REDACTED Company Name                               2008 to 2009 
DIRECTOR OF IT 
	

Provided IT leadership for global expansion, ensuring seamless integration of operations between 7 locations worldwide; 
managed 15+ global contractors and oversaw countless vendors and suppliers to achieve timely on-budget outcomes. 

 

§ Oversaw $500K annual budget; developed financial and capacity projections and provided planning expertise to better 
manage costs and meet technical requirements of expansion 

§ Initiated and managed development of custom ERP solution to streamline all aspects of operations; achieved 45% 
increase in efficiency and remained within established $365K budget 

 
REDACTED Company Name                  2001 to 2008 
IT MANAGER & IT CONSULTANT 
	

Provided IT support and assistance for SMB clientele; augmented in-house teams to resolve advanced problems and manage 
complex, high-profile initiatives; directed all aspects of the business from marketing and accounting to client service and project 

management and achieved increasing revenue and profitability year after year. 
 
§ Established, managed and maintained strong working relationships with 60+ key clients including SPS Studios, Blue 

Mountain Arts, Lara Bar, Pasta Fresca, Benjamin West, and Highline Capital Corporation among others 
§ Selected and supervised qualified subcontractors based on client and project requirements; ensured timely on-budget 

delivery of services 
§ Provided planning and implementation support to aid the rapid expansion of Fresca Foods (now Lara Bar); ensured 

seamless upgrades to create integrated multi-facility network, catering to unique security requirements and a dramatic 
user growth from 10 to 175+ 

 
REDACTED Company Name                  2000 to 2001 
MANAGING SYSTEM ENGINEER 
	

Managed and mentored team of 13 IT staff including Systems Engineers, Web Developers, and Communications Technicians; 
provided LAN and WAN network design, integration and network security for SMB clientele. 

 

§ Oversaw on-time, on-budget delivery of 10 to 15 advanced IT projects per month while providing exceptional client 
service 

§ Managed and distributed assignments amongst team members and helped establish project requirements; efficiently 
handled customer complaints and escalated issues with high complexity (e.g. exchange database corruption repair) 

§ Helped increase revenues by 400% through account development, technical sales and expanded service offerings 
 
EDUCATION 
 

Project Management Professional (PMP)            Project Management Institute (PMI), 2017 
Masters of Business Administration (M.B.A.)                                                                         University of Phoenix, 2009 
Bachelor of Arts in Computer Information Systems                                                             Iowa Wesleyan College, 2000 
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LEGAL & ADMINISTRATIVE EXECUTIVE SUPPORT PROFESSIONAL 

 
Highly qualified and accomplished Executive Assistant with 18+ years in the legal industry, possessing a 

unique combination of administrative expertise and legal assistant skills (including fluent legalese and 
knowledge of legal industry software). Ability to handle multiple assignments and shifting priorities to manage 

the complex needs of attorneys in high-pressure, corporate environment. Seen as the “go to” administrative 
resource and leader among peers, with previous background in overseeing staff in boutique law practice 

setting. Broad business acumen, including client billing and Accounts Payable & Receivable. 
 

AREAS OF EXCELLENCE & TECHNICAL EXPERTISE 
 

§ Accutrac  
§ Aderant Expert 
§ Client Billing 
§ DTE Axiom 
§ InterAction 

§ Legal Asst Skills 
§ Litera Change-Pro 
§ MS Excel 
§ MS Outlook  
§ MS PowerPoint 

§ MS Word  
§ Notary Public 
§ Proofreading 
§ Travel Planning 
§ WestLaw/Lexis 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 
REDACTED, Aug. 2003 to present 
Executive Assistant, Aug. 2014 to present  
Legal Secretary, Aug. 2003 to July 2014 

§ Draft, revise, and proofread documents in Word, Excel and PowerPoint, with attention to paragraph styles, 
paragraph numbering, and cross-references. 

§ Enter time tickets, including proper selection of phase, task and activity codes in adherence to budget. 
§ Assist with preparation of new matter memos, run of conflicts checks and set up temporary suspense 

matters. 
§ Execute multi-stop domestic and international travel planning and expense reporting in accordance with 

company policies.  
§ Perform legal assistant duties as-needed, including non-legal research using the Internet, Westlaw and 

Lexis, binder preparation, proofreading, and redaction of PDF documents. 
§ Prepare client bills using Aderant, review time and disbursement records for accuracy, perform override 

calculations and changes. 

REDACTED, Jan. 2003 to Aug. 2003 
Law Clerk 
 
§ Assisted in establishing new business structure including filing articles of incorporation and obtaining 

required insurance for firm.  
§ Accurately managed accounts payable and accounts receivable using QuickBooks, including preparation 

of client bills using TimeSlips.  
§ Drafted legal documentation and client correspondence for probate cases and Medicaid applications.  
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REDACTED, Jul. 1997 to Dec. 2002 
Office Manager & Legal Assistant  
 
§ Established and maintained operational procedures and efficiency; supervised management of cases with 

TimeMatters; trained staff and delegated work assignments.   
§ Oversaw accurate, timely and ethical financial management, including accounts payable and receivable in 

QuickBooks, payroll, online banking, client escrow accounts and client billing using TimeSlips.  
§ Drafted legal documentation including estate planning documents, affidavits, memoranda, and client 

correspondence.  
§ Compiled and analyzed financial data to file Medicaid applications and marshal assets for probate cases.  

 
REDACTED, Apr. 2008 to Sept. 2013 
Virtual Marketing Assistant 
§ Developed and distributed marketing materials including monthly e-newsletters using Constant Contact, 

web content through Go Daddy, workshop flyers, presentations and brochures.  
§ Actively pursued strategic business partnerships and developed marketing opportunities through 

professional relationships.  
 

EDUCATION 
 

Brooklyn Law School, Brooklyn, NY 
Juris Doctor, June 2006 

 
New York University, New York, NY 

Bachelor of Arts, May 2002 
 

LICENSE & CERTIFICATIONS 
 

Notary Public, State of New York  
 

MS Office Specialist Certification, MOS 
Expected date of completion: Aug. 2015 
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EXPERIENCED QUALITY ASSURANCE/CONTROL PROFESSIONAL 

 
Quality expert with background of progressive responsibility and extensive experience in regulatory compliance, process 
improvement, and data integrity. Known for demonstrating a unique blend of talents, combining scientific expertise and 
attention-to-detail with a sophisticated understanding of methodologies. Proven record of proactively resolving quality 

problems and utilizing a collaborative approach to achieve measurable improvements in efficiency, accuracy, and results. 
 

AREAS OF EXCELLENCE 
 

§ COMPLIANCE AUDITING  
§ DATA INTEGRITY 
§ PROBLEM RESOLUTION  

 

§ PROCESS IMPROVEMENT  
§ PROTOCOL DEVELOPMENT 
§ QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) 

 

§ QUALITY CONTROL (QC)  
§ REGULATORY AFFAIRS  
§ SOP DEVELOPMENT 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE  
 
TEAM LAULIMA, USAMRIID, FT. DETRICK, MD                    2014 to present 
Quality Control Specialist, Contractor 
 
Successfully performed Quality Control audit of study files to ensure compliance with 21 CFR Part 58, SOPs and protocol. 
Reviewed raw data to verify accuracy, completeness, and compliance to Good Documentation Practices.  
 

§ Developed new process and reporting SOPs to improve regulatory compliance and enhance clarity of the 
department’s role, resulting in improved tracking and documentation of findings  
 

§ Established timekeeping database for measuring QC activities, resulting in improved scheduling, budgeting, and 
tracking of data integrity 

 

§ Performed final quality review and prepared audit reports summarizing omissions, errors, and regulatory issues 
ensuring satisfactory compliance with FDA audits 

 

§ Identified gaps and trends in data integrity for development of corrective and preventative action plans (CAPA) 
significantly improving reliability of results   

 

§ Reduced repeated errors amongst staff by developing and conducting internal training 
 

§ Built productive relationships with labs and scientists, communicating useful feedback to enhance collaboration 
and reduce inter-departmental tension 

 
NCI/LEIDOS BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH INC., FREDERICK, MD         2009 to 2014 
Research Associate II, Contractor  
Center for Advanced Preclinical Research  
 
Successfully spearheaded establishment of pathology lab in support of preclinical research. Developed and performed all 
sample processes including scanning, specialized staining, and quantification in compliance with Good Laboratory 
Practices (GLP) regulations.  
 

§ Developed new SOPs, methods, and protocols and validated processes to ensure viability of results  
 

§ Established and managed biorepository to catalog paraffin blocks and slides, resulting in improved ability to 
compare studies and share data collaboratively   

 

§ Measurably improved indexing and retrieval times by creating and maintaining digital archive of all slides using 
Aperio  
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§ Implemented and managed Microsoft Access database for tracking requests and generating reports, resulting in 
improved status communication and ability to accommodate rush orders 

 
§ Consistently met high-pressure deadlines to generate supporting data for presentations, resulting in enhanced lab 

reputation in the field  
 
ALIZEE, THURMONT, MD                 2007 to 2009 
Scientist 
Contract for Research Organization 
 
Produced immunohistochemical results for clients per request or protocol and generated data using optimal or image 
analysis tools such as ImagePro. 
 

§ Supported QA by generating, reviewing and revising SOPs and protocols to meet new client demands  
 

§ Consistently met quality standards and ensured GLP compliance of data generation and image management 
processes  

 
CHARLES RIVER LABORATORIES, FREDERICK, MD              2005 to 2007 
Technician II, Molecular and Immunopathology Laboratory  
Contract Research Organization, Nonclinical Services 
 
Performed immunohistochemical staining with sponsor test and control articles and prepared frozen tissue blocks, paraffin 
blocks, and microtomy/cryotomy. Conducted all processes in compliance with Good Laboratory practices (GLP) 
regulations.  
 

§ Identified and utilized appropriate controls, tissue fixations, staining procedures and solution preparation to 
successfully meet all quality standards   
 

§ Established improved methods for paraffin work resulting in cleaner, sharper, and more quantifiable images 
 
 

EDUCATION 
 

HOOD COLLEGE, GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN REGULATORY COMPLIANCE (4.0 GPA) 
Masters level courses include:  

Product Development: Prepared pre-IND package for FDA 
Good Clinical Practices: Assembled Trial Master File document 

Good Laboratory Practices: Prepared FDA 483 response, GLP inspection checklist 
Regulation of Medical Devices: Prepared 501(k) for Class II device 

Good Manufacturing Practices: Prepared CMC per eCTD format 
 

LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, B.A. BIOLOGY 
Leigh University Scholarship, Ruth Keith Scholarship  

 
AFFILIATIONS 

 
Regulatory Affairs Professional Society (RAPS) 

Society of Quality Assurance (SQA) 
American Society for Quality (ASQ) 

 
	



SAMPLE CLIENT (Director Level) 
Address Line 1                                                             Email: sampleclient@gmail.com   
Address Line 2                                                   Home: xxx-xxx-xxxx | Cell: xxx-xxx-xxxx 
 

MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER 
 

Award-winning marketing professional with over 12 years of increasing responsibilities managing across multiple 
departments within highly matrixed organizations. Proven record of creating and executing innovative, cost-effective 

marketing initiatives that achieve measurable ROI. Exceptionally skilled at high-level strategic planning combined with 
hands-on tactical implementation. Experienced leader capable of building collaborative team environments as well as 

developing and facilitating professional development training. 
 

AREAS OF EXCELLENCE 
 

§ Branding 
§ Data Analysis 
§ Email Marketing 
§ Employee Training  
§ Event & Meeting Planning 
§ Fiscal Accountability  
§ Internal & External Communications 

§ Marketing Collateral Creation 
§ Presentations  
§ Project Management  
§ Speech Writing 
§ Strategic Planning 
§ Vendor Management 
§ Video (Vlog) & Script Writing 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
COMPANY NAME REDACTED (Atlanta, GA)                                                                                    Aug. 2005 to Present 
 

Senior Manager / Chief of Staff, Office of the Regional Managing Partner 
(October 2009 to Present) 

Managed workflow for cross-functional team of 7 mid- and senior-level reports; acted as representative for RMP to help 
prevent interruptions and delays. Oversaw communications to 10,000 employees, including Partners, Principals, and 
Directors. Responsible for developing internal and external marketing materials, including speeches, emails, reports, 

presentations, video, Yammer, etc. Managed all aspects of regional meetings and events. 
 
§ Successfully planned and executed annual conference from concept to production attracting more than 500 senior 

leaders.  
§ Developed reporting process to identify missed opportunities for upsell and cross-sell within existing clientele; 

provided senior leaders with previously untapped insight, allowing for more effective allocation of resources and 
helping the region exceed target revenues year after year.      

§ Earned exceptional annual reviews and recognition as a top performer for consistently exceeding expectations. 
§ Obtained certification for facilitating professional development courses within the organization; conceived and 

implemented monthly educational call series for C-level executives drawing more than 200 attendees per month.  
§ Launched popular internal vlog series to promote a sense of community within the region; due to its success, the 

concept was implemented in 4 additional regions.   
 

Marketing Manager / Project Manager, Office of the Regional Managing Partner 
(June 2007 to October 2009) 

Created and delivered quality marketing and communication materials. Established record for consistently meeting 
aggressive deadlines in high-pressure environments while maintaining composure and exhibiting quick decision-making 

capabilities. 
 
§ Demonstrated discretion and high-level strategic thinking through participation in task force to analyze implications of 

highly confidential proposal to consolidate regions, resulting in significant organizational restructure. 
§ Joined national team to create and launch database and reporting system designed to capture and distribute client 

services assessments providing leaders with greater transparency and ability to proactively develop relationships; 
trained counterparts nationally to manage, process and track the data.   

§ Oversaw team of 20 in planning and executing all aspects of 3-day partner retreat with 700 attendees; came in 200K 
under budget.  

§ Earned 2 Outstanding Performance Awards in recognition of contributions.  



SAMPLE CLIENT (Director Level) 
Address Line 1                                                             Email: sampleclient@gmail.com   
Address Line 2                                                   Home: xxx-xxx-xxxx | Cell: xxx-xxx-xxxx 
 

Marketing Associate / Lead Client Marketer, Southeast Public Sector and Real Estate Industries 
(Sept 2006 to June 2007) 

Increased market presence and exposure through brand-awareness initiatives including public relations, events, 
seminars, networking and sponsorships. Worked with inter-departmental teams to develop strategic client service plans 

and identify marketing opportunities to achieve targeted revenue.  
 
§ Created and executed marketing plans for state and local public sector accounts, focusing on relationship building 

activities and events for targeted key decision-makers, resulting in over $100M in revenue.  
§ Developed new employee on-boarding and mentorship program in an effort to reduce turnover during high growth 

expansion; department more than tripled in size and achieved 100% retention over a 3-year period.   
§ Authored and developed creative-spin formatting concept for 3 technical white papers used in national promotions.   
 

Marketing Specialist, Southeast Financial Advisory Services and Public Sector Industry  
(April 2005 to Sept 2006) 

Managed marketing collateral and provided overall support for department. Oversaw logistics for conferences, 
tradeshows, community involvement activities and other promotional events. 

 
§ Reduced duplicate purchases and increased utilization of conference and tradeshow materials by implementing 

centralized management and storage system.  
§ Coordinated with vendor to design a custom adjustable tradeshow booth resulting in increased usage and reduced 

expense.  
 
COMPANY NAME REDACTED (Atlanta, GA)                                                                                April 2001 to April 2005 
 

Project Coordinator, Marketing & Leasing 
Provided sales, marketing and publicity assistance to brokers and prospective tenants for commercial office space. 

Managed development and production of marketing collateral including brochures, sales sheets, websites, and targeted 
direct mail and email campaigns.  

 
§ Helped increase tenancy by 40% over 2 years in challenging market by identifying prospects, designing presentation 

materials, responding to RFPs, and securing free media exposure in news outlets and publications.  
§ Enhanced property value and competitiveness by identifying and successfully executing leases for 3 new food court 

tenants in 2 years. 
§ Oversaw company involvement in Cow Parade 2002; received top recognition, resulting in expansive news coverage 

and a branded limited-edition collectible model of the submission.  
 

OTHER EXPERIENCE 
 
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES                                                                                       January 1999 to May 1999 
Press Intern  
§ Selected based on academic performance; conducted research to support legislation related to Y2K and global 

climate change, and assisted Press Secretary in writing and distributing press releases to national media.  
 
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS                               September 1997 to December 2000 
Student Visit Coordinator & Tour Guide          
§ Assisted in the supervision of 50+ student workers and campus tour guides; trusted to handle confidential information 

in the processing of undergraduate admission applications. 
 

EDUCATION & AFFILIATIONS 
 
Bachelors Degree in Public Relations & Political Science 
Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI  
Dean’s List, Mock Trial, Les Aspin Center for Government, various community service activities. 
Pace Cetters Atlanta, Multiple board positions held from 2004 to 2011 
American Marketing Association, Atlanta Chapter 2006 to 2009 
GA Real Estate Salesperson License and Certified Commercial Real Estate Professional, 2003 to 2009 
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ENTREPRENEUR   |   DESIGNER   |   CREATIVE DIRECTOR   |   MARKETER   |   CONSULTANT 
 

Successful entrepreneur possessing a unique blend of artistic design capabilities, technical expertise, and high-level 
strategic problem-solving skill. Experienced leader with passion for designing compelling, memorable user experiences 

and proven record of achieving measurable return on investment for expansive government agencies, Fortune 100 
companies, major sports associations, and fledgling start-up operations. Demonstrated capability of managing and 

executing award-winning interactive, cross-platform projects from concept to completion.  
 

AREAS OF EXCELLENCE 
 
§ Application Development  
§ Business Analysis  
§ Customer Experience Design 
§ Creative Direction 
§ Cross-Platform Solutions   
§ Interactive Marketing & Media  
§ Mobile Applications 

§ Organizational Leadership 
§ Project Management 
§ Software Development 
§ Strategic Consultation 
§ Technology Consulting 
§ User Experience (UX) 
§ User Interface Design 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
COMPANY NAME REDACTED             Jan. 2007 to present 

PRINCIPAL & CREATIVE DIRECTOR 
(Privately Held Company) 

Founded award-winning full service interactive agency and consistently achieved 18% annual growth in stagnant 
economy. Provided technical expertise, creative direction, UI design, strategic consultation and leadership for team of 

designers and developers in creating custom, cross-platform solutions for global clientele. 
 
Key Projects:  
 
§ Social Intranet Application (Jamestown Properties): Achieved enhanced employee engagement and improved 

company productivity with cross-platform solution. Handled project from concept to completion and executed 18-
month strategy to design, develop, and launch to global team.   
 

§ Analytics and Reporting Application (Intercontinental Hotels Group): Improved analytic and strategic ROI result 
times by up to 89%. Provided strategic direction, design and development of easy-to-use, visually appealing, web-
based application, allowing employees to efficiently gather, analyze and interpret critical data.   

 
§ Game Time Application (NBA): Increased fan accessibility and engagement by outlining UX strategy and UI design 

for cross-platform interactive Web Application followed by a series of Native Applications for Devices, including Roku, 
Samsung, Vizo, Panasonic’s Viera Connect, etc.  

 
§ Time Tracking Application (ESI): Helped company capture $1M through increased efficiency the first year alone by 

launching cross-platform time tracking and project management application suite. Analyzed workflow then concepted, 
designed, and developed a custom solution.  

 
§ Point-of-Sale Ticketing System (PGA): Provided strategic UX direction, UI design and technical support for 

cohesive, streamlined event ticketing and will call system. Resulted in reduction in training times by half, minimized 
wait times, and increased sales. 

 
§ Training Portal (Confidential Federal Agency): Met with key stakeholders to analyze needs, identify opportunities, 

and deliver recommendations for multi-version employee training project. Handled all aspects including strategy, 
concept, design and development.   

 
§ Other Key Clients: Bank of America, Canon, Chick-Fil-A, Clear Channel, Lowes, Microsoft, Motorola, Sears, Sprint 

and Walt Disney.  
 

Continued on page 2… 
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View details on these projects and more by visiting WEBSITE REDACTED  

 
See full list of clients by visiting WEBSITE REDACTED  

 
COMPANY NAME REDACTED                                                                                                 September 2011 to present 

CO-FOUNDER & PRESIDENT 
Founded company to offer simple, fun, engaging mobile utilities. Currently one product (A List: Cigars) selling in App Store 

with more scheduled for future release. 
 

§ Provided strategic guidance in concepting and design of new applications; successfully managed overseas technical 
development; oversaw day-to-day management, marketing, forecasting, and new company initiatives.  

 
COMPANY NAME REDACTED                                                                                                   August 2008 to June 2010 

FOUNDING PARTNER 
Helped define and build digital signage solutions marketed to businesses, schools, churches and non-profit organizations.  
 
§ Featured on Mashable and in other industry publications; demonstrated product to Texas A&M, UGA, and numerous 

“mega churches”.   
 
COMPANY NAME REDACTED                                                                                                   October 2003 to May 2007 

DIRECTOR OF INTERACTIVE MEDIA & TECHNOLOGY 
Worked in coordination with company President/CEO, COO and other key directors to define sales and growth strategy, 

resulting in rapid expansion from initial 5-person to team to over 20 employees. Advised and oversaw Design and 
Technical teams, providing leadership in defining client goals, designing interactive solutions, and developing custom 

applications.  
 
§ Assisted leading wireless telecommunications company in achieving lowest turnover rate in the industry while 

doubling customer satisfaction ratings by concepting, designing and developing internal marketing campaigns and 
measurement systems. 

 
COMPANY NAME REDACTED                                                                                                       April 2005 to April 2007 

INTERACTIVE DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT INSTRUCTOR 
Provided instruction for courses in Interactive Marketing, Strategy and Design at this accredited, two-year, portfolio-

building educational institution.   
 

§ Helped grow the program and curriculum by providing recommendations for extended educational objectives; 
developed long-term relationships as a mentor to students.  

 

EDUCATION 
 
Associate of Arts, Interactive Media Design, Art Institute of Atlanta                                  2002 to 2004 
Magna Cum Laude, Winner “Best in Show” 
 
Computer Programming/Web Development Certification, Kennesaw State University       2001 to 2002 
 

AWARDS & ACCOLADES 
 

§ Webby Awards 
§ Addy Awards 
§ FWA Awards  
§ Internal Davey Awards 
§ Silver Flame Awards 
§ The Communicator Awards 

§ Creative Awards 
§ Macromedia Site of the Day 
§ Adobe Site of the Day  
§ Atlanta Creative Young Professional Award 2005 

(nominee) 
§ The One Show 
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EXPERIENCED SALES & CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGER 
 

Detail-oriented professional with a proven record of domestic and international sales and service success within fast-
paced, entrepreneurial and manufacturing environments. 

Known for providing exceptional service to distributors, vendors, and end clients—and leading teams to do the same. 
Capable of achieving measurable organizational impact through process improvement and meticulous goal tracking. 

 
AREAS OF EXCELLENCE 

 
§ Communication  
§ Contract Management  
§ Contract Negotiation  
§ Customer Service  
§ Dispute Resolution  

§ Employee Development  
§ Inventory Management  
§ Problem-Solving 
§ Project Management  
§ Vendor Relations  

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
REDACTED (Denver, CO)                                                                                                             2003 to present 
CO-FOUNDER / VICE PRESIDENT OF CUSTOMER CARE & SALES 
	

Successfully oversaw all administrative, sales and customer service functions. Developed and maintained exceptional 
long-term partnerships with clients including Miller Coors, Davita Healthcare, Hartford Insurance, Meridien Trust Federal 

Credit Union, Mountain State Toyota and more.    
 
§ Established tracking system for customer lead management; facilitated weekly review process to ensure timely follow-

up, resulting in an average closure rate of 40% over 10 years.   
§ Researched vendor options, negotiated pricing contracts and attained maximum discounts with 5 manufacturing 

plants in 2 states.  
§ Saved over 45% in shipping costs by negotiating contracts with national and LTL carriers, generating an additional 

15% net profit from each customer purchase.   
§ Coordinated with accounting team to maintain full transparency of financial status at all times; effectively managed 

inventory to ensure accuracy, reduce waste, and minimize tax liabilities.  
§ Worked directly with customers to efficiently address inquiries, resolve complaints, and seize opportunities for 

maximizing revenue.  
 
REDACTED (Wheat Ridge, CO)                                                                                                        1997 to 2005 
CO-FOUNDER / EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT  
	

Successfully performed all administrative, sales and customer service functions along with inventory control and 
purchasing. Played an integral role in achieving profitability within 18 months and maintaining it for 8 years.  

 
§ Maintained a 99% customer approval rating (tracked by Yahoo store analytics) over 6 years, representing both 

domestic and international clients and ranked on 7 key factors of customer experience.    
§ Initiated new retail sales channel distribution strategy; negotiated and maintained relationships with 6 local and 22 

national veterinarians, 10 mail order catalogs and 3 PetSmart Distribution Centers averaging a net 40% annual profit 
margin.  

§ Facilitated all marketing and advertising efforts and crafted all sales copy for 2500 SKUs available on the web site.  
 
REDACTED (Louisville, CO)                                                                                                              1998 to 2000 
SECOND SHIFT LEAD/MACHINE OPERATOR 
	

Responsible for production output of 3 full-time and 4 to 8 part-time / temporary employees; operated 8 sophisticated 
machines for production of file folder and multi-media labels. 
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§ Effectively reprioritized jobs to better utilize personnel, manage machinery downtime, and ensure client deadlines 
were met, resulting in dramatic reduction in late orders.  

§ Reduced manufacturing lead-time from 4 days to 48 hours by shifting flow of materials, reconfiguring equipment, and 
reducing downtime in production—all while maintaining quality of the finished product.  

 
REDACTED (Broomfield, CO)                                                                                                            1984 to 1997 
	

Experienced 10 years of progressive growth and increasing responsibilities within the sales and customer service 
functions; consistently acknowledged as a top performer and leader within the organization.  

 
VICE PRESIDENT OF MATERIALS, INVENTORY & TRAFFIC                                              1995 to 1997 
§ Improved layout and management of finished goods inventory and reconfigured key element of production to make 

manufacturing flow more effective and dramatically increase speed of delivery to customers.  
 
PRODUCTION CONTROLLER                                                    1994 to 1995 
§ Reduced late orders from over 2100 to less than 100 within 90 days by coordinating daily reviews with production staff 

and appropriately shifting personnel when needed.   
 
VICE PRESIDENT OF CUSTOMER RELATIONS                                     1991 to 1994 
§ Selected for team to oversee AS400 computer upgrade rollout; Trained personnel and successfully transitioned $1.1M 

in orders with less than 1-dollar discrepancy.  
	
SALES ADMINISTRATOR / INSIDE SALES MANAGER                                    1989 to 1991 
§ Refined, oversaw and accountable for all sales goals for each group (inside, outside, international, and customer 

service). 
 
NATIONAL ACCOUNTS MANAGER                                                  1988 to 1989 
§ Developed and maintained exceptional relationships with major brands including Pizza Hut, MCI, and State Farm 

among others; oversaw all domestic communication, administration, contract negotiation, scheduling and guidance of 
domestic sales activities.  

 
INTERNATIONAL SALES MANAGER                                       1987 to 1988 
§ Oversaw international expansion and managed all aspects of 6 European distributor relationships; Achieved $500K 

sales within first year.  
 

GOVERNMENT SALES CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR                                  1986 to 1987 
§ Negotiated annual contracts and price discounting with GSA, ensuring all reporting, special terms, requirements were 

met; Achieved over $400K sales in the first year and $5M in ten years.  
 

CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGER                                      1984 to 1986 
§ Grew department from 30 to over 100 national dealers and 26 to 90 sales support employees within 2 years; 

developed procedures; created and delivered informal and formal training.	
 
EDUCATION 
 
BS, Business Administration (Management & Industrial Relations) 
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO  
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Date 
 
Re: Employment Application 
 
Dear [Name],  
 
Iʼm writing today to express my interest in the position of Director of Operations 
(Collections) posted on Careerbuilder.com.  
	  
As you will see from the enclosed documents, I have extensive experience in the field of 
collections management. In fact, Iʼm one of those rare professionals whose career path 
has remained consistent and on-course for over 15 years.  
 
After serving 7 years in the United States Army, I began my education and career in the 
field. As you explore my background, you will see progressive growth and increasing 
responsibility from year to year. Iʼm proud to have used my skills at a variety of 
organizations. I feel this has shaped me into a well-rounded manager, capable of leading 
professionals at all levels and from all walks-of-life.  
 
In my role as a collections manager, I focus on results. I know that achieving higher 
collection rates means I must continuously motivate, train and support my team to 
perform at peak levels. I also place a strong emphasis on customer service and am 
always looking for ways to help maintain the highest standards, even during difficult 
negotiations. With this dedication, I have won numerous awards and accolades for my 
work, including Top Collections Manager, Most Money Collected (1 week, 1 month and 1 
year), and Team Player awards.  
 
I believe my skills are an ideal match for this role and I feel confident that, given the 
opportunity, I can apply my level-headed disposition and rigorous work ethic for 
[company name]. I would love the opportunity to share more about my background with 
you and discuss ways in which I can contribute to the growth and profitability of the 
company. Thank you for your consideration.  
 
Name 
Phone  
Email@Email.com 
 
 
 



Sample 2 
Address 1  
Address 2 
 
Company Name 
Company Address Line 1 
Company Address Line 2 
 
Date 
 
Re: Employment Application 
 
Dear [Name],  
 
Iʼm writing today to express my interest in the position of Senior Accountant posted on 
Careerbuilder.com.  
 
As you will see from the enclosed documents, I have extensive experience in the field of 
accounting, and Iʼm looking to apply my talents in a new role within a trusted 
organization just like [company name].  
 
While my accounting skills are both deep and broad, I bring much more to the role than 
just technical expertise. In fact, throughout my career, Iʼve demonstrated the kind of 
innovative thinking that turns an accountant into a strategic business partner. For 
example, Iʼve launched a variety of cost-saving initiatives, implemented new policies and 
procedures to boost productivity, and even uncovered internal fraud and embezzlement. 
I know the accounting role relies on a meticulous, detailed understanding of the 
business, but I also know that the seeing big picture is just as important.  
 
I believe my skills are an ideal match for this role and I feel confident that, given the 
opportunity, I can apply the same innovative thinking and rigorous work ethic for which 
Iʼm known at [company name]. I would love the opportunity to share more about my 
background with you and discuss ways in which I can contribute to the growth and 
profitability of the company. Thank you for your consideration.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Name 
Phone 
Email@Email.com  
 



From the Desk of XXX 

Name  
Address 1  
Address 2  
 
Company Name 
Company Address Line 1 
Company Address Line 2 
 
Date 
 
Re: Employment Application 
 
Dear [Name], 
 
I’m writing to express my interest in the position of [CUSTOMER SERVICE] advertised on 
[CAREERBUILDER].  
 
As you will see from the attached resume, I have an extensive, proven record of customer service 
success—both as a provider and a manager. While my employment experience has been within the 
restaurant industry, the skills I have demonstrated in the past are equally relevant and valuable to the 
field of [BANKING].  
 
My motivation for this industry change is not financial, but rather, it stems from a long-held desire for a 
more satisfying lifestyle. I consider a work schedule that doesn’t include late nights or Sundays to be a 
highly valuable form of compensation. Your organization appears to be a match for my personal values in 
this regard and many others.   
 
Throughout my career, I have been recognized for maintaining exceptional service standards—whether 
handling complaints, resolving issues, or providing complimentary products to better address customer 
needs. I am extremely comfortable managing a high-volume workload and remaining positive in high-
pressure, fast-paced environments. In dealing with financial data, I have demonstrated an advanced level 
of comprehension and accuracy as well as impeccable ethics.  
 
With over 19 years in management at the same company, I pride myself on taking a long-term approach 
to my career. However, I’m now eager to step into the next challenge, and I’m confident this position is an 
ideal match for my personal and professional goals, as well as my skillset. While there is much to learn in 
this new field, my experience has proven that I never shy away from growth. Having advanced quickly in 
my career, I’ve repeatedly shown the ability to adapt and prosper in any environment.   
 
A key contributor to my success has been my ability to consistently meet and exceed performance goals. 
From increasing sales and boosting productivity to reducing waste and minimizing turnover, my 
commitment to quality work has resulted in positive, measurable outcomes. Given the opportunity, I will 
show this same commitment at [COMPANY].  
 
I would love to tell you more about my professional background and discuss ways in which I can 
contribute to the growth and profitability of your company. I hope to meet you for an in-person interview 
soon. Thank you in advance for your consideration.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Name 
email 
phone 



CLIENT NAME, MBA 

Company Name 
Company Address  
City, State, Zip  
 
Date 
 
Re: Employment Opportunity  
 
Dear [Name] or Hiring Manager,  
 
I’m writing today to express my interest in the role of [TITLE].  
	
As you will see from the attached resume, I have a proven record of achievement in business development 
and sales leadership within highly competitive markets. Throughout my career, I have developed a 
reputation for my rigorous commitment to meeting and exceeding my own revenue goals and supporting 
teams to do the same. I enjoy the consultative process and continuously seek to build meaningful 
relationships with prospects, clients and my broader referral network. As a business development leader, I 
have led my teams to achieve high-value results that drive profitability and expand market share. 
 
I am currently looking to bring my talents to a new organization where I can engage in meaningful work 
that leverages my experience. I believe [ORGANIZATION] is the right match.  
 
My background as it relates to your current needs includes the following areas of accomplishment:  
 

• Identified new market opportunities; created and executed plans for successful expansion.   
 

• Developed complex proposals, presented them to key decision-makers at the c-suite level, and 
negotiated effectively to achieve an outstanding win-rate.  

 
• Led top-performing national sales teams and provided powerful coaching and mentorship to 

enhance collaboration and achieve revenue growth year-over-year.  
 

• Demonstrated a strategic and analytical approach to solving business problems; worked cross-
functionally to generate positive financial impact.  

 
• Consulted with business leaders at the highest levels to help them analyze performance, fill gaps 

and leverage opportunities to increase profits.    
 
As you can see, I possess deep business acumen and a diverse skillset, which I believe makes me an ideal 
candidate for this role.  
 
I would appreciate the opportunity to share more of my background with you and discuss how I might 
positively contribute to the long-term goals of the organization. Thank you for your consideration.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Name 
Phone  
Email  
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MEET THE AUTHOR  

Chrissy Scivicque (pronounced “Civic”) is the CEO of CCS Ventures, LLC & Eat Your 

Career, the foremost authority in professional development education for administrative 

professionals, emerging leaders, and other career-minded individuals and teams. We 

offer a robust assortment of training and resources to improve job performance and 

enhance personal fulfillment.  

 

Chrissy is a certified Project Management Professional (PMP) and certified Professional 

Career Manager (PCM). She holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration and 

Marketing from Sonoma State University in California and has obtained Training and 

Instructional Design certification from the Association for Talent Development.  

 

Since 2009, Chrissy has developed and delivered custom training programs for teams 

inside some of the world’s most recognized companies including 3M, Amazon, Microsoft, 

GoDaddy, Capital One, Northrop Grumman, Grainger and more.   

 

Chrissy’s work is regularly featured on popular websites including Forbes and US News 

& World Report. She has published over 500 articles on career-related topics and is the 

author of several books, including The Proactive Professional, The Invisibility Cure, and 

ELEVATE Admins, all available on Amazon.  
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ABOUT EAT YOUR CAREER  
 

 

 

 

 

Chrissy believes that work can be an enriching, nourishing life experience. She loves 

helping professionals figure out what that means for them and how to achieve it. 

 

We provide professional development training and resources to help you conquer 
career complacency & find fulfillment at work. 

 

Our products and services include:  

• On-Demand Programs 

• Information Products  

• Virtual Training Workshops  

• In-Person and Virtual Speaking & Training Services  

• The Career Success Library  

 

We offer FREE monthly training webinars and Q&A sessions, where Chrissy provides 

straightforward advice to help address your workplace frustrations and career challenges. 

Sign up to get notified about upcoming sessions here: www.EatYourCareer.com/signup 

 

 
 

PLEASE KEEP IN TOUCH 
Chrissy@EatYourCareer.com 

 

 

 

http://www.EatYourCareer.com/signup
mailto:Chrissy@EatYourCareer.com
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THE CAREER SUCCESS LIBRARY  
 

 

 

 
 

The Career Success Library is a convenient, affordable on-demand learning 

center that gives you an unmatched competitive edge in today’s working world.  
Learn more and sign up here: https://mycareerlibrary.com/ 

 

 

Training Webinars  
Enjoy a new virtual training 

course every month. Plus, get 
on-demand access to the 

complete video archives!  
 

Digital Downloads  
Get step-by-step career 

guidance, support and 
education with interactive 

workbooks, worksheets and 
more.  

 

Q&A Sessions  
Learn strategies to help you 

overcome your most 
challenging workplace  

obstacles.  
 

Certificates of Attendance 
Use your proof of training to 

earn continuing Education Units 
(CEUs) for your professional 

certifications.  

 

Audio Sessions 
Download MP3 audio files of 

past Q&A “Ask the Career 

Coach” Sessions.  

Special Events 
Get exclusive invites to 

members-only training and 

networking events. 

 

Interactive Quizzes  
Gain self-awareness and 

expand your business acumen 
with fun and thought-provoking 

quizzes.  
 

Learning Tracks  

Focus on the right training to 
achieve your goals by following 

our simple roadmaps.  

https://mycareerlibrary.com/
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
 

We offer a wide variety of learning options to help you enhance your professional 

skills and create the career you want and deserve. 
Browse the Success Store here: https://eatyourcareer.com/success-store/ 

 

On-Demand Programs  
Our online, self-paced learning programs offer convenient, step-by-step career guidance 

to help you achieve your goals.  

• F.I.N.D. Your Nourishing Career: Fearlessly Identify New Direction  

• G.R.O.W. Your Nourishing Career: Gain Recognition, Opportunities and Wealth  

• Job Seeker Jump Start: Everything You Need to Land the Job You Want NOW  
 

Information Products  

Our comprehensive career manuals offer in-depth exploration of important professional 

development topics. 

• Build Your Professional Development Plan  

• Personal Branding for Professional Success  

• Resume & Cover Letter Toolkit  

• Rock Your Interview  

• Build Your Professional Portfolio 

• Guide to Goal Setting & Goal Getting  

• Modern Business Etiquette  

• Networking Naturally  

 

The Learning Lab  
Our full-day live, interactive online workshops offer a deep-dive, hands-on training 

experience unlike any other! Visit the website to explore upcoming sessions: 

https://eatyourcareer.com/the-learning-lab/ 

https://eatyourcareer.com/the-learning-lab/
https://eatyourcareer.com/success-store/



